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THE
VIRGINIAN
STATE FEMALE NORMAL
SCHOOL
1907
o
Farmville, Virginia

Greetiwcs
IF
this, the sixth volume of The Virginian, succeeds in after life in bringing to the
minds of its readers happy recollections of student life at the State Normal School,
it has fully accomplished its purpose.
We take this opportunity of thanking those who have so kindly assisted us in
making this Annual a success. To Dr. Messenger, who has given us valuable assist-
ance in the literary department, we extend our hearty thanks. We wish to acknow-
ledge gratefully our appreciation of the contributions to the art department, being
especially grateful to Mr. Thomas Mitchell Pierce, who presented us with our frontis-
piece, and to Mr. Mattoon, Mrs. J. L. Bugg, and Miss CouUing.
We realize the fact that no one could have given more time and thought
towards making this volume a success than Miss Lula O. Andrews. For her valu-
able aid in the business department, we are most grateful ; for her able assistance in
correcting and reviewing the matter for print, and in superintending the work as a
whole, we extend to her our heartiest appreciation and thanks.
We thank one and all ; nor let us forget the lower class girls, without whose
hearty co-operation it would have been impossible to have made our Annual the
financial success that it has been. A. E. E
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IN MEMORY OF ZOULA LA BOYTEAUX*
"Leaves have their time to fall
And tiowciv to wither at the north wind's breath
And star,-^ tn ,-i't— lint all,
Thou hast all scas..ns for thine, O Death!"
How real and true these words seem to us when we think of Zoula La Bo\-
teaux, whose summons came brief and unexpected on the eighth of June after
a few days' illness.
When the class of June, 1906, was graduated none thought that within
a few days one would be taken from their number.
This particular death seems sadder than that of many others, for her school
days were just over, the goal had just been reached, and the future seemed to be
full of rich reward.
How short was her day and how slender her opportunities! Her soul was
needed elsewhere for higher purposes.
She was affable and pleasant to all with whom she came in contact, and
loved by all who knew her, for her happy, cheerful and hopeful disposition.
Weep not for her! " It is well with the child." Death does not take her
away utterly: her memory is the shrine of pleasant thoughts. She will continue
to live in the loving remembrance of all who knew her." i\I. ^'. C.
*Onslaft'or"THE Virginian," 1906.
Cla00 of Sanuarp, 1907
"First he wroghte and afterward he taughte"
Colors Jftotoer
Green and White Snowdrop
Honorary Member - - Miss Marie Louise Whiting
Officers
President . - - - Mary Mercer Schofield
Vice-President - _ - Virginia E. Stubblefield
Secretary - - - - Eleanor Baytop Wiatt
Treasurer - - . - Leonora Temple Ryland
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January Cla2^0, '07
-j
iRemembrancee;
AMONG our earlier remembrances of our school days here are those of our tr3ing
experiences in adjusting ourselves to our new surroundings,—to the school
customs, particularly the little points of etiquette as to njaking engagements, getting
up cases, going walking with a friend, and when it is time to treat. A few girls are
still a little hazy on this last point, and often "rise to the occasion " with the inspir-
ing suggestion of having a Dutch treat. Most of the other things, however, were
learned more successfully during the first year, a few of them particularly well. I
think Lois Leonard should have some new and original ideas to add to the science of
making friends, (shall we call it.') judging by her success in this line.
We were proud at the end of the year at the amount of knowledge we had
gained, not only in the class- room, but also from everything with which we had come
in contact and from every experience during the time.
The second and third years are remembered as the time during which we
discovered how little we had really learned about anything, and how much there was
yet to be learned. It even began to dawn on us that there were a few things, possibly,
which we should never know. Otherwise, we seem merely to have followed the regular
routine of recitations, tests, and tickets, though a few did consider the Senior A
Arithmetic examination their Waterloo.
But of all our experiences, those which mean most to us now, and will in after
years, are those of our last and Senior term from September 5, 1906, to January 29,
1907.
This fall we came back almost a week earlier than usual in order to get our
work assigned and schedules made for teaching. Few of us have forgotten how
weighty a matter it was at the time, and how nothing less important than the training
school could have taken that last week of our vacation.
The first few days of our return we haunted the training school halls, and gazed
with many misgivings at the bulletin board to see what work was assigned to us,
—
what subjects and in what grade,—for most of us knew what subjects we should
prefer to teach, and also, those which we should prefer tiot to teach. When the
work was assigned, however, most of the girls were pleased, only one or two let the
supervisors know what they so earnestly desired not to have. About these, of course,
it was decided, "Why, that's the very thing she needs."
How we dreaded that first lesson in the training school ! We tried to plan every
little detail so that there could not possibly be any hitch. A few of us had observers
that day, however, which is never likely to give better control of the wits ; others
finished all of the lesson planned many minutes before the end of the period, and, as
there was nothing to review, they were slightly at a loss for a way to keep the children
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interested ; and some came across little details for which they had failed to plan ; a
few, however, were delighted with their first lesson and enthusiastically exclaimed
that they believed that they were " born teachers."
We were also concerned on that first day about the impression which we were
going to make on the children. We made ourselves as attractive looking as possible,
and went down with the hope that the children would like us, and bring us flowers.
We could not help looking a little enviously at Theodosia De Baum, Page Pierce and
Daisy Chapman, with their beautiful roses, they being the first to win their pupil's
affection to that extent.
Another source of much concern, of many tears, more good resolutions, but
most often of encouragement, was the frequent criticism. We took out our criticism
books two or three times after every lesson, and if there were a criticism, we repeated'
it faithfully to everyone we saw—they rejoiced or sorrowed with us as was appropriate.
We are somewhat prone to think, though, that a criticism must always be adverse.
One girl came running in great excitement to a crowd of us one day and said, "Oh !
Let me tell you. Mr. Bidgood said that the amount of history which those young-
sters know is phenomenal. That isn't anything bad, is it ?"
Early in the year we called our first class meeting at which we chose as president,
Mary Schofield, and as vice-president, Virgie Stubblefield. That this was a wise
choice was afterwards confirmed by the faculty in awarding Mary the first honor, that
of being valedictorian, and to Virgie the second honor, that of being salutatorian.
Other phases of school life, too, have had a share in our time and attention.
Many of our girls have been prominent in the Literary work of the school, a number
having done faithful work in their Literary Societies. Eleanor Wiatt and Leonora
Ryland deserve special mention because of their ability in argument. Eleanor in the
debate between the Literary Societies in the fall reflected credit upon herself, her
society, and her class. The Literary work of several of the girls has helped to sustain
the Annual and "The Guidon," that of Myrtle Houpt and Mary Schofield being
especially worthy of comment. The literary efforts of Pauline Reynolds, Lutie
Clark, and Belle Shorter, however, have all been sent away, we understand, and it has
puzzled us, as none of their manuscripts have been returned, to know why they have
never been published.
A few of us have been successful in athletics. Eleanor Wiatt won many enthusias-
tic cheers while playing on the champion basket ball team of year before last, and
the second team of last year. Among our best tennis players are Ruth Cobb, Vivian
Boisseau and Margaret Palmer. We understand, too, that Vivian sometimes plays
love games in the court on the hill. Lois Gillespie has shown her proficiency in this
line by the masterly way in which she taught gymnastics.
Lois Leonard has saved the class reputation in music, for though a few of us
are members of the Glee Club and a few others play well on the piano, Lois is our
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only distinguished musician. We wonder how any of the school entertainments can
ever be quite a success without a solo from Lois.
Much time has been devoted to reading the rules and keeping out of mischief,
for we found that a Senior's home life is not the round of privileges which we had
expected. We soon found that we must not take any liberties with the rules, or take
part in any unlawful proceedings such as midnight feasts, serenades, Christmas
celebrations, and other amusements of like nature. Some found it a little hard " to
be good," but most of us were more fortunate—Antoinette Morgan, perhaps, coming
up to the standard more nearly than the rest of us.
In spite of hard work, responsibilities, and being good, we have by no means
had a dull time, for we have entered most enthusiastically into the lighter sides of
school life. Nearly all of us dance, and about half are members of the German Club,
Bessie Stokes, Juliette Hundley and Vivian Boisseau being three of the best dancers
in school. We have also spent many pleasant social evenings during this term. We
enjoyed entertaining the Senior A's about the middle of the term, at a children's party.
We were pleased, too, to have with us that night Miss Whiting, our honorary member,
who, though she was not in childish costume, helped carry out the spirit of the hour.
We shall never forget the Japanese evening so delightfully spent, " At School in
the Sunset Kingdom," with Miss Whiting, a week or two before the close of the term.
Mrs. Jarman was ' 'the august dispenser of favors, " and granted as favors little Japanese
lanterns, fans, and umbrellas to every one, who, after bowing in the proper Japanese
style, answered a question correctly. To those who failed to answer a question
correctly, a sugar plum was given. Dr. Jarman, "the solitary august gentleman,"
was allowed to answer, also, and was granted many favors, biit it was a relief to us
to notice sometimes, when we thought we were growing too fond of sugar plums,
that "the solitary august gentleman" liked them a little, too. The prizes for scholar-
ship, a Japanese picture in water colors and two beautiful Japanese vases, were
awarded to Ruth Cobb, Myrtle Houpt and Dr. Jarman.
On the evening of January lo, we assembled in Dr. Jones' class-room, at about
five o'clock, to await the dicision of the Faculty as to whether we had passed on
teaching. We were solemn and dignified enough to be Seniors that night. Several
of the members of the Home Department came around just to look at one of the girls,
whom they had never seen look serious before. We laughed and talked and tried to
look cheerful, always keeping an anxious eye. however, toward the door. The other
girls went to supper, came out again, still we waited. By this time even the most
sunny smile had begun to look forced, and when Dr. Jones entered, the girls shrank
back in their seats as though they were about to receive a blow. " There's nothing
to dread, young ladies," he said: "you have all got through. " We gave a whoop
that would have done credit to a band of Indians, and went trooping to our rooms,
the happiest girls you could imagine.
Sidney Gvy, the Remembr.\n-cer.
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Cl)e 0ropl)ecp of tt)e 3januarp €la&& of 1907
LATE ONE EVEXIXG I was sitting by the window in my room brooding over my class
prophecy. Everything tliat suggested itself had either been used Vjefore or was too far
fetched even for a projiliecy.
Having been engaged in these gloomy thoughts for some time, and finding that I was
thinking to no purpose, I was overcome with despair; nothing original would come to my
mind.
Presently I felt—I know not how to describe it—some strange power draw my attention; I
raised my eyes, instinctivt'ly, as if someone were gazing at me, and a vapory mist seemed to
float across the opi^osite wall. As the mist floated awaythe figure of a quaint old man dressed-
in black robes bordered with cabalistic characters came to view. The feeling nf awe inspired
by his long white hair and beard and stern face was somewhat modified by the kindly twinkle
of his bright eyes, which were intently fixed upon me. With a divining rod in his hand he
traced queer figures in the air, and out of the gathering haze a dimly gleaming .surface reflected
the light of the waning day, and I found myself looking into the misty depths of a dark old
mirror. I heard a voice say, "Look well. Therein the future is revealed."
" Will they believe it?" I asked, scarcely knowing that I spoke, when the same voice, as
from a great distance, floated back to me, " Those who have the believing spirit will this night
see visions of the future."
" What can all this mean? .Surely I am in my ow'n room, and there is no such mirror
there. It must be only a freak of the imagination," I thouglit.
I had a great desire to get away from it all, and turn on the light to dispel such fancie.s,
but the shadowy, phantom-like figures that passed across the surface of the mirror held me as
if by magic, and I could not take my eyes away.
They were all unfan)iliar, the.«e ghost-like figures, and passed with averted faces, "How
can they reveal the future unless I have the p iwer to divine their meaning ?" I thought.
Presently the figure- grew more distinct, and I saw— . Remember the voice said, "Those
W'ho have the believing spirit will s^e visions of the future." And do you not see the hazy
mists already appearing? I saw a number of students in doctor's caps and gowns. Among
them I at once recognized Slary Schotield. Proudly they wore their hoods, for they had just
received their degree and were waiting to go into the banquet hall . " Why do they not go on ? "
I thought; "they must be waiting for someone else." I was right; another one came in hur-
riedly. It was Sidney Guy, ami she was late,
bering her tendency to he late on all occa.sioiis.
'How like Sidney!" I exclaimed, remem-
Imagine my surprise when tlie glass revealed to me Myrtle Houjit
as a Red Cross nurse. The thought of Myrtle's rescuing wounded
soldiers on the battle-field seemed very strange to me. Surely none
of us can guess from the present what the future will be. Before I
had time to wonder the picture quickly vanished
—
and I saw ^Margaret Palmer, in traveling dre.^s, enter a railway sta-
tion. I could tell by her appearance tliat slie had traveled much and
seen a great deal of the world. I wisheil that I might have heard
her tell of the wonderful things she had seen, l)nt she quickly bought
a ticket and boarded the train wliicli liad just come in.
In an opera house in a large city an eager audience waited. The
curtains rolled back, revealing Lois Le<jnard. I knew by the flowers
heaped at her feet, and the applause which .she received, that the Prima
Donna of our class had become a world Prima Donna.
Belle Shorter appeared as a nun. She was looking very much
did at school; yet there was a difference, and I th(.mght of the j
descrilied by Milton:
The "pensive nun, devout and pure,
Sober, steadfast and demure,
All in a robe of darkest grain.
Flowing with majestic train.
And sable stole of cyprc-^s lawn,
()\er the lU'cent sli.iulilers drawn."
And keepest tliou "thy wonted state,
'With eveji step and nmsing gait
And looks coniniercing with the skies.
Thy rapt soul setting in thine eyes."
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The nun gradually disappeared, and a beautiful
building came in sight. By looking through the win-
dow I could see that it was a kindergarten, and Page
Pierce was moving about busily dusting the pictures
and watering the flowers, so that everything would he
in order Ijy the time the children should arrive.
Remembering the enthusiasm she had for primary
work while at school, it was no surjDrise to me to see
her in her own kindergarten leading the eager chil-
dren in the games.
" AVhat manner of glass is this? " I exclaimed, when it reflected a procession of girls; and
I watched them move on. As they entered the church they began singing, and among them I
_
saw Pauline Reynolds. She had that same rapt, far-away expression in her eyes which I had
S3en there while we were practicing our class songs.
± Sr^\
The mirror became a bland, and I strained my eyes, fearing that
I would not be able to see the future of the others. My fears were
soon disijelled, for in the distance I saw a figure in white approach-
ing. It was Vivian Boisseau, dressed as a bride. Her veil swept the
floor, and so real were the flowers whicli she carried that I could
almost catch their perfume. This picture lasted but a moment, and
I saw her again in a smart runabout drive up and stop before a large
mercantile house. The owner of the house came out, entered the
vehicle, and they drove ofl" together. Vivian had married some
wealthy merchant.
Oh, wonderful! In a fourth grade room of a schoo
Theodcsia De Bauu stood explaining arithmeti<' to a very at-
tentive class. Presently Juliette Hundley entered and took
charge. She was teaching history. Theodcjsia and Juliette
found teaching such a pleasure that they could not give it
up. I saw thean later as they were correcting papers, and
thought they were living examples of our motto: " First we
wrought and afterward we taught."
A meek, sweet-faced woman in
a deaconess' dress passed before my
sight. In her hand slie carried a basket and a bunch of flowers,
and she walked briskly, like one who has many things to do. I knew
upon what errand Antoinette Morgan was going. Looking beyond I
could see the dark miserable tenement-house. Tlie tired mother was
bending over her sick baby, while several <lirty little children were
playing about the room; but after Antoinette had made lier vi-^it tlie
sun seemed to shine more brightly, the fretful l)aby slept (jnietly, and
the flowers on the table filled the room with their pleasant odor.
Truly her work as a deaconess would prove a blessing!
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In the depths of the old mirror I espied Bessie Stokes sitting in
her dressing-room at a tlieatre, waiting for her time to appear. Slic
may have been troublerl by tlionglits of faihire, but so well did slie
represent "Lady Teazle" that she could not clo otherwise than make
a areat success as an^actress in this role.
i
My^^
«=bS^^.^^,<-
" r"^-.
Virgie Stubblefield passed slowly by. I was wondering why she car-
rie<l a Japanese parasol instead of wearing a hat, when following her
came two little Japanese children. One was carrying her clock and the
other had her little arms full of books. Virgie was not only teaching
school, but doing missionary work as well.
The little Japanese children vanished, and a brilliantly lighte<l liall-
room, decorated in flowers and palms, took their place. All eyes follii\ve<l
" the bell of the evening" as she arose to take her departure, and it was
not until she turned, as she passed out of the room to give a last nod and
smile to some favored one, that I recognized Ruth Cobb.
The ball-room was no longer reflected,
l)ut a small cozy room. Sitting around the
room were three of the prinnnest, most pre-
cise-looking ladies I had ever seen. Daisy
Chapman, for the improvement of her intel-
lect, was reading Emerson's Essays; Lois
Gillespie was knitting, and Leanora Eyland
stroked an appreciative old cat. Leanora had
often acknowledged her fondness for cats.
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Tliis picture vanished, only to be replaced by that of a neat little
kitchen. Standing by an open cupboard I recognized Lutie Clarke,
the industrious member of our class. Oh, dear, she was going to be
a housekeeper.
The futures of the nineteen had been revealed. AVhat coul<l the future hold for me. In
my eagerness to see I leaned forward. The mirror seemed to recede, and nervously reached
forward to catch it, when—alas I it had vanished, and I found myself clutching the window
ca-^ing. With disappointment in my heart, I stool staring into the night, wondering what my
future would have been.
ELEANOR B. WIATT.
January, 1907
Seated in a study on a cold mid-winter's evening,
Pondering o'er the difficulties in a Senior's store,
Was a student, lone and weary, from tlie care and worry
Of the trials conquered, in the day just gone before.
Silence reigned supreme within ; without was dark and gloom
;
In her heart lurked sadness, and her bosom heaved with sighs
;
Drooping were her eyelids, into dreamland she was floating.
When in fancy came a woman, fair, and strange, and wise.
Stately and sedate she stood, no furrows on her brow,
In her hand a sceptre, on her head a golden crown
;
Oh! so distant seemed her gaze, her head was bent to hear,
In measured gentle tones she spoke and cast her eyes adown!
Methinks I hear an echo through the stillness of the dusk,
Methinks I see an army upon }on distant road,
Methinks it is the marching of a happy joyous throng.
Who are coming into quarters, to lay aside their load.
Waving high above these warriors, two and twenty are they all.
Are their colors, white and green ; all their banners are unfurled
'Tis a grand victorious army, in their minds, success intent.
For to battle stMl they're going, and to conquer in the world.
Reaching camp they tell this story of a stubborn conflict won:
' It was in a mild September when our armor we did gird.
There were enemies to conquer, there were many foes to face.
But we warriors were so loyal ;— " obedience " our pass-word.
Earnest, trustful, went we forward, to this battle fierce and long,
Happy, hopeful of the future were we in this hot pursuit,
Brave and loyal were we ever to the cause we had in view.
And to us the victory came for our hearts were resolute.
Though this resting is so pleasant, we must on the morrow go
Forth to fight the works of darkness, with a purpose firm and true,
Unfeigned courage and ambition shall be light to lead us on,
With this standard high above us, we shall still our way pursue.'"
Thus the warrior's story ended, and the vision disappeared,
Waked the student from her slumber, but the truth remained concealed
;
Eagerly she sought the import of this pleasant, vivid dream,
In an instant came the answer, " 'Tis a Senior's life revealed."
Striving ever upward, onward, in our hearts a zeal for truth.
With these lessons well ingrafted, by our wise instructors taught,
We go out with pride heroic and a conscience void of fears,
Truth and right to teach to others, who still seek as we have sought.
Gently falls the curtain o'ei the class of nineteen seven,
With faltering steps we leave you for our destiny unknown
;
Let wisdom's ways be guide-posts to the work of our high calling
Throughout this earthly strife of ours wherever we may roam.
Myrtle Hoipt.
Cl)e 3La0t 2BiU anti Ce^tament of tl)e Mentor B
Cla00, Sanuarp, 1907
OF the State Normal School, the January class 1907, teachers, being about todepart this life on Saturday, the twenty-sixth day of January instant, being sud-
denly seized with a realization of the privilege of writing a will, and therefore
desirous of making a disposition of its valuables, called for pen, ink and paper for
the purpose ; but finding the latter end drawing near, it expressed, testified and de-
clared its last will in the presence of three witnesses, to-wit:— Lutie Clarke, Juliette
Hundley and Elizabeth Stokes, to be as hereinafter follows :
Item I. To Miss Marie Louise Whiting, the honorary member of our class, we
do bequeath with our love and appreciation of all that she has been to us, a Japan-
ese picture in remembrance of the evening delightfully spent with her in the Sunrise
Kingdom.
Item II. To Dr. Jarman our esteemed president, students, pro tern, of history,
who are as attentive as his faithful follower " Gyp."
Item III. Desiring that our bequests be as pleasing as is possible, we have
agreed to leave our honorable professor, Mr. Jones, a holiday at any time he may
choose, to be spent with Dr. Smith, To Dr. Messenger, an encyclopaedia of subjects
adapted to special meetings of the Cunningham and Argus Literary Societies.
Item IV. To Dr. Millidge, the entire counties of Prince Edward and Cumber-
land for future use in his beloved geography walks. To Mr. Bidgood, the joy of
leading in chapel exercises, also the request that he be on time for the said exercises.
To Mr. Mattoon, one thing that he cannot do. We leave the Seniors to find this,
as we have been unable to do so during our sojourn here.
Item V. To Miss WoodruflT, we leave girls who have left their tears at home
with other childish habits. To Miss Pierce, teachers who have as their motto "Punctu-
ality." To Miss Dunn, rank with James Russell Lowell as a critic. To Miss Hali-
burton, an automatic writing machine with which to copy notes in Primary Methods.
To Miss Blandy, a room other than the kindergarten rooms for social functions,
given by other people.
Item VI. To iliss Andrews, all of our worldly goods left behind to be sold,
and the money given to the Y. W. C. A. Building Fund. To Miss London, a pile
of arithmetic papers, blank on the inside, but with the full name of the owners writ-
ten neatly on the outside together with the date and the subject. To Miss Rice,
gratitude for a higher conception of the grand and noble character of Robert E. Lee
than we ever dreamed of before.
Item VII. To Miss Smithey, we bequeath another eight o'clock French class.
To Miss Snow, an extra supply of fish, so that every girl in her class may have her
own individual fish. To Miss Hills, we give, with the permission of the schedule
committee, a special period for drilling classes in the knowledge of "right and left."
Item VIII. To Miss Blackiston and Miss Hiner, the right to excuse classes in
order that the said instructors may take long walks, providing this meets with the
approval of the classes. To Miss VVaterbury, more vacant periods in which to enter-
tain girls who insist on calling too often.
Item IX. To Miss Long, a list of dates beginning with the creation of man and
continuing to the present time. To Miss Harrison, girls with common sense. To
Miss Sutherlin, a dictionary to be used by her girls that the vocabulary of each one
may be enlarged.
Item X. To Miss Coulling, an apparatus for harmonizing colors in a way
pleasing to the eye. To Miss Crawley, we leave the promise of a reading class that
will "get the thought and keep it." To Miss Winston, a large class in chemistry,
ten thousand slips of paper two by four inches, and an automatic machine for record-
ing zero.
Item XI. To Miss Lancaster, a few more friends to take the places of the
departing ones. To Miss Vennie Cox the arithmetic teachers of the seventh and
eighth grades in the Training School. To Miss Tabb, some more "notes," if at any
time she doesn't receive a creditable number. To Miss Dugger and Miss Taliaferro,
all of the books that have been kept out by us over time, with the amount due paid
up in full.
Item XII. To Mrs. Brooks, our admiration and sincere regret at not being able
to know her for a longer time, also three hundred and seventy-five girls to drill in
table etiquette with the Seniors as assistants. To IMiss Mary White Cox, some more
duties, as she has any amount of superfluous time. To Mrs. Jamison, a device for
keeping meals hot, while the girls take their own good time to come to the dining
room. To " Aunt Patty" and Miss Allen another gong with the hope that with two
going at once, more weary and worn out damsels will awake at 7 a. m. instead of 7:25.
To Miss Thraves, an open pantry with good things stored therein for hungry girls ;
and to Ellen, her assistant, peace and quiet, for we agree with her that these have
been very " confusive" times of late. To Mrs. Newby, some spare time so that the
girls may have the privilege of knowing her better. To Miss Cary, appreciation
of her kindly care of us while we slept. To Mr. Cox, answers to the thousands of
questions asked him by the girls. To Dr. Winstor., five hundred new girls who are
immune to whooping cough.
XIII. To the Senior B's, that peace of mind during the next four months
which we so longed for, but never found.
Item XIV. Lastly, we do bequeath to our dear Alma Mater, a picture, "Aurora.
"
May it be an inspiration to some, and a joy to all.
We do hereby constitute Judge Watkins executor of this our last will and testa-
ment, in witness whereof we have set hereunto our hand and seal this twenty-sixth
day of January, in the year one thousand, nine hundred and seven.
Elizabeth Stokes,
Executrix.
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parting ^ong
tune: " juanita"
Sadness comes o 'er us,
For 'tis time to say adieu
To Alma Mater,
To the white and blue;
We shall ne 'er forget thee,
Whereso'er we chance to be.
We fhall always cherish
Loving thoughts of thee.
Chorus : Mater, Alma Mater,
Dear to each and every heart.
Mater, Alma Mater,
Must we from thee part ?
Teachers and schoolmates
All who in this Normal dwell,
We wish to give you
Each a fond farewell
;
Life has here been pleasant.
And though parting brings us pain.
May we in the future
Hope to meet again 1
Chorus : Teachers, farewell teachers !
Dear to each and every heart.
Teachers, farewell, teachers !
Now frcm thee we part.
Schoolmates, cherished schoolmates.
Dear to each and every heart
;
Schoolmates, cherished schoolmates.
Now from thee we part.
Cla00 of June, 1907
8@otto
" VVe can if we will
''
Colors JFIotDEt
White and Gold Daisy
Honorary Member _ - - - Ds. J. L. Jarman
ffl)fficets
President - - _ - ^ Flora Thompson
Vice-President _ - . - Beryl INIorris
Secretary ----- Louise Semones
Treasurer _ - . - . Gertrude Davidson
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PRESIDENT JARMAN

Clasps of 31une, 1907
Eo&crta Brumtoell alien
"But lirst I'll ilo my errand."
3Ioscpftine Sne? 15akct
'
' Petite and sliy,
A maid well worth the winning. '
'
Sflotentt Eap 16arr
"Her eyes alone .smile constancy;
Her lips have serious sweetness.
Caroline T5ouItoate TBa^Icp
"Good humor only teaches
charms to last."
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IBelle 15erpJ 15ro0ius
" strength and lionor are her clothing
JFIota anne 16ruce
' The gentleness of all the gods
go with thee."
QioIIie T5IanD IBperlep
" A nierrj' lieart gnes with
you all the day."
^lict JLce Castle
'
' JMakiiig many rich. '
'
3-t
Clara atierp Colton
" It is the mind that makes her rich.
IDattie MiinUun Crutc
" With countenance demure
and modest grace. '
'
Qiargaret (2)ettriDc
DatiiDson
'Tis not in mortals to demand success;
But we'll do more, we'll de.serve it."
di^atJett) (fi5crtcuDc Datiis
" The joy of youth and liealth her eyes
displayed,
And ease of heart her every look
conveyed."
IBcIIe ^araf) Dunton
'
' Tlu' first sivat \\-ork
Is that yourself may to yourself be true.
31anet amanDa Dutiall
'Her sweetness strained the sense,
Of emnmon life and iluty."
amanDa OBIi^atietl)
(ZBtitt)arD$
"The reason firm, the temperate will,
Endurance, foresight, strength and
skin."
louise alien jFarinfioIt
' Everything about her breathes of youth
and youth's sweet prime."
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Clara JFalltoell
'
' She taketh most delight
in music."
J^attie IBelle <©iIUam
" My heart
Is true as steel."
00atp Cftompson ©lasffoto
" Nothing tliat she does or seems,
But lieing of something greater
than lierself."
^uc i^amlet
A creature not too briglit nor good
For human nature's daily food."
j^cllic jFrcnci) 3fo|)nson
'
'
Her face shined bright and made a
sunshine in the shady place."
JFcanb prescott Jlones
Higli flights she had, and wit at will,
And so her tongue lay seldom still."
liUian TBerlin Jjones
" A still, small voice,"
31ulia 3one ment
Ah, dear Julia, why art thou
yet so fair ? '
'
Caroline KLIetoelpn Ikple
'
' A niaideii never bold
Of spirit, so still and quiet, that her
motion
Blushed at itself."
^arafi am&rosc lee
" Not stepiiinj; o'er the bounds
of modesty."
OBtbel l^irginia lLi0on
" In her utmost rightness
there was truth."
annie 00ae Siarsljan
' Her glossy hair \va;
o'er a brow
Bright with intelligence.'
lustered
Carrie Umll Qpason
"A being full of clearest insight.
l^ellie IBrap QiorelanD
"And glady wolde she lerne,
and gladly teche."
TBerpI g^orris
(Jruanient of a meek and
quiet spirit."
Ban 80orton Ji^ic&olson
"!My Nan shall be the qneen of
all the fairies."
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9@prtlc EucbetKea
" J^artjcr in judfiiiient ami instinct.
9nnc laviinia KicfjarDson
" With thy clear, clear joyance
Languor cannot be
;
f^liadows of annoyance
Xevercome near thee."
iLouise 15ernarD ^cmones
" As pure in thought as
Angels are;
To know her wa.s to love her. '
'
Clara (25resl)am ^mitb
"C'luirms strike the sight, but
merit wins the .souL"
aparp l^itginia ^teger
'
' Knowledge is power.
jFIora <ZDIenOcnin Cfjompson
"A life
As sweet and pure, as calm an:l good
As a long day of blandest June
In green field and in wood."
I^a^el Qiarie CDompson
"All lioniage to her cultivated
mind
Graeiou.s in manner, her .speech
refined,
"\^'ith a dignified bearing
and gentle reserve."
a^argaret LetaJis Cuckcr
" All hearts do pray;
' God love her. ' '
'
Kebecca pocat)ontas
l^augftan
"(Jdocliiess is beauty in its
best estate."
©usan Dickenson
mtigtjt
" I, tbns negleetiiiK wurliUy end
all .ledicate.l
To eliisencss and the liettering
(if my mind."
annie EepnoIDS
"Quiet as a nun.
i^intiergarten Cratning Cla00
OBDiti) IBrcnt Dutiall
lianuony with every graee
Plays in tlie fair proportions of
her face."
90arp ^ills !0olt
' Whatever skeptic could inquire
for—
For every wliere she liad a where-
fore.
'
'
ilucp i^cllv Wet
'I love her for her .smile, he
look, her way,
Of speaking gently.
i^t^torp of June €U&&, 1907
IT IS
A TASK to select from the abundance of material at hand a few isolated facts
that taken together can be called a history of the June Class of 1907. It is
beyond the power even of a Macaulay to state a few facts and expect to do justice
to this class of vitalized energy, of action and of achievement !
The June class of 1907, a synonym of force, vigor and capacity, numbers forty-
six loyal young women gathered from all parts of this old commonwealth. Some
have been here two years, others a much longer time and some few have never
attended any other school. Here we have received training that will help to make
us factors in nobly upholding the unstained honor of Virginia, the mother of States
and Statesmen.
It was not until we became Senior B's that we fully realized our responsibilit}'.
the old duties, trials and pleasures of the Senior A class were soon forgotten in the
world of new ones. How important we felt when we read on the Bulletin board the
notice: "Miss Woodruff will meet the Senior B's at 4:30 in the Eighth Grade Room."
The principal of the Training School there told us of the responsibility of teaching
little children, the future citizens of our State and our Nation. As we left the room,
each of us recalled our motto as Fourth B's, "Greater afflictions await us."
Early the next morning a group of girls in the Training School hall talked in
excited, awed whispers of the veritable battles that had to be fought that day in
facing their pupils. It required more courage than a soldier's in facing the mouth
of a cannon, for the mouth of a cannon has not a tongue with which to ask ques-
tions. With quickened heart-beats, we watched the children march into the various
grade rooms. Then we realized that the moment was upon us when we must take
charge of a roomful of children, with perhaps a number of all-wise Juniors observing
us, and a critic teacher seated in the back of the room, note-book in hand. With as
much outward calmness as we could summon, we entered those yawning doors of
the kindergarten and the various classrooms in the Training School. That we lived
to tell the tale is a proof of the fact that we are a class of great endurance ; for some
of us have taught not only during the day, but all night long, as well, for often our
dreams have been disturbed as we felt our couches surrounded by ghosts of children
plying question after question which it would take a veritable Solomon to answer.
On one occasion, when one of our number was telling the little tots in the
kindergarten of how good God is to everyone, one little boy said, "He ain't good to
the Bad Man, is he ? " Dare anyone, even with the weight of years upon his should-
ers, face Undaunted these little immortals with such questions flashing through their
brains !
Just before Christmas when we had told the children over and over the story of
the Christ Child, we asked one little girl if she knew what guided the Wise Men to the
birthplace of the Babe Jesus. To our utter despair she answered, "Yes, indeed, I know;
'twas the buzzards.'' One day, when the children were asked to nanie families of the
air, water, and ground, one child gave as an illustration of an underground familj-,
the family of the Bad ]\Ian. A little fellow in the kindergarten was one day accused
by another little boy of being a German. He indignantly denied it. The other little
boy then asked accusingly, "Weren't you born in Germany.'" "Yes. But would
you be a horse, if you were born in a stable .''
"
Do you not agree with us, then, that to live to tell the story of our lieart-rending
experiences in dealing with such questions proves our power of vitality .'
We very soon called a meeting to organize our class. Flora Thompson was
unanimously elected president. We are proud that we can claim such a fine, helpful
woman as our leader. Wise, tactful and able has been her guidance. Beryl Morris
was elected vice-president ; Louise Semones, secretary; Gertrude Davidson, treasurer.
Oh, the glory of having class meetings every two weeks ! How important it
sounded to hear this announcement in chapel: "The Senior B Class will meet at 4:45
to-day in Dr. Jones' class-room. These meetings contained many amusing incidents.
Among these may be mentioned some long and animated discussions that touched
only in high places upon the questions for discussion. From our skill in argument
it sometimes appeared that nature had intended some of us to follow the law.
The novelty of class meetings wore off after a little, and our ingenious president
had to try many waj's of enticing some of our number to attend. We would not
tell outside of class for worlds the reason why our girls at last attended class-meetings
so regularly.
A very important event was our first Seminar. How fine it was to be able to
walk out in the yard or up and down the halls after all the other girls had gone to
their rooms to study ! The lower-class girls seemed much impressed with our impor-
tance when we informed them that we were merely walking until time for Seminar.
Seminar ! The very word seemed to terrify the poor girls ! At our first meeting
Susie Wright was elected chairman. How dignified she has been in presiding over
these meetings, in which many weighty matters were discussed and decided. After a
discussion as to whether our school should become co-educational, it was decided
that it was best for the girls that the classes should not be opened to young men. One
of our number most forcibly exclaimed, " Wh}', we would not have time to study I"
Great is the pride that every girl takes in our annual, The Virginian. It is an
especial object of pride to the members of the Senior B Class, from which the editors
are chosen. Elizabeth Edwards, the editor-in-chief, has shown wondeiful executive
ability in guiding the work of the staff. She is ably assisted by Mae Marshal as
assistant editor-in-chief; Florence Barr, as literary editor; Clara Smith, assistant
literary editor; Carrie Mason, business manager; Anne Richardson, assistant business
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manager; Gertrude Davidson, picture editor; Frank Jones, joke editor; Janet Duval,
club editor; and Carrie Kyle, art editor. Is it any wonder that, with such an efficient
staff, our President was able to say: "We are going to have the finest annual this
year we have ever had ? " Marvelous is the energy shown by Carrie Mason, the busi-
ness manager, and her ambition, for it knows no bounds. Even a stranger would
recognize her business ability; she is so permeated with it that even on the gymnasium
floor she will walk up to a girl and say, " Dance with me. Can you guide ? "
Our class owns Moreland than any other class has owned; indeed, it owns a
whole Hamlet. Besides possessing many "castles in Spain," we have near our Ham-
let a very attractive American Castle, surrounded as cities of old by strong, formidable
intrenchments in the shape of Duvalls that Barr all intruders. The land around this
Castle is rich in that beautiful and costly gem, the Beryl. There is constant employ-
ment for many under the guidance of a Wright, a Smith, a Mason, a Baber.
Among us are owners of such names as Mason, Marshal, Davis and Lee, names
dear to every Virginian, and Smith, a name that in this year 1907 is surely as famous
as that of any belonging to Virginia history. In thinking of the glory that belongs
to Smith, the founder of Jamestown, we are not likely to forget the great sea captain
of 181 2, whose remains were recently brought to this country; for we have in our
number two Joneses, no doubt descendants of the brave-hearted John Paul Jones.
Our class is indeed a remarkable one, for it has the unique honor of having as vale-
dictorian Elizabeth Edwards, a descendant of Jonathan Edwards, the famous American
theologian; as vice-president. Beryl Morris, a descendant of Robert Morris, the
American statesman and financier of the War of 1776, and as president. Flora Thomp-
son, a descendant of Maurice Thompson, the poet, and as honorary member, our
President, Dr. Joseph L. Jarman.
With a good record and unstained honor, we have pursued our way along the
devious paths of knowledge, now to be ushered into the University of the World, the
true school of life. Here's to the noble daughters of June, 1907, the brave-hearted
daughters of Virginia who are to grapple with the problems of educating the boys and
girls, the future citizens of this old Commonwealth ! May the future see in us the
fulfillment of the bright hopes and worthy ambitions which the glorious past has
promised.
LUCY KELLY RICE.
€)tie to tl)e Mentor 25'0
There was a time when study, school and book,
And all a school-girl's life,
To us did look
But as a long and endless strife,
A drudgery that the mind could never brook.
It is not now as it was long ago.
For every where we go
We find this so.
That things we once did hate we now should like to know.
As graduates we are gay,
And cheerful go our way
;
Our friends do with delight
Come 'round us now our joy to share.
Graduates on commencement night
Are light and free from care
;
A teacher's wisdom doth appall,
But still we'll yearn
Where'er we turn
For days that we've spent here and never can recall.
Our school life is a dream or a sweet story
;
The knowledge that we gain, our future guide.
Will lead us on to glory
And fame afar and wide.
For not in sheer forgetfulness,
But in sad regretfulness,
And memoiy of our Normal do we come
From S. N. S. our home
Joy lies about us in our early years ;
Shadows of hard work begin to close
Upon the Junior girl,
But she beholds the light, and whence it flows
And Hope's ensigns unfurl.
The senior who farther into ways of life
Must travel, learns strife.
And by her supervisor
Each day is made some wiser.
Till when by earnest toil she's paved the way.
Time brightens into glad commencement day.
O joy! that in our embers
Something always lives;
The graduate still remembers
What Alma Mater gives.
The thought of our school days to us will tell
Of happy times that we have loved so well
Not only for the Latin that we know,
Nor for the Math which to our lot befell,
Nor English gained by patience long and slow
With composition adding to our woe
;
Not for these alone
We call this school our own.
But for those noble inspirations
Turning our inclinations
Toward higher aspirations
Which in ourselves we could not realize.
High standards we shall always carry with us
;
Their value, now, we can appreciate and prize,
But for those best affections.
Those life-long recollections
Which, be whate'er they may.
Are yet the true enjoyment of our way.
Are yet a comfort in our each misgiving.
Uplift, encourage, and help us to make
Out weary life seem really worth the living
In any habitation ; all these wake
A firm endeavor
Which neither discontent in any measure.
Nor time, nor place.
Nor any trials that we needs must face,
Can ever utterly erase
;
So we will keep them as our store of treasure,
That whenever we may roam.
Our thoughts may take us back to that dear home
Which gave us pleasure
;
We'll think of all the blessings it has given,
And remember still our class of nineteen-seven.
Mary Virginia Stegek.
Tune : "Far Away"
Where are now our merry school-mates
We remember long ago,
Arm in arm upon the campus
Whispering secrets soft and low,
Or, with music and with laughter
Making bright the cloudy day?
They have all dispersed and wandered
Far away, far away.
Some have gone to states far distant.
And in school-rooms made their home :
Others in a cozy cottage
Have a school-house all their own.
Some have gone to schools far better,
Longer here they need not stay ;
They have gained a higher knowledge
Far away, far away.
We now, too, our friends are leaving,
There's a tear in every eye,
But we cannot stay here longer,
And we've come to say good-bye.
We know not what lies before us.
Where we're going, who can say.?
But our friends we'll still remember
Far away, far away.
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^xovWV of t{)e Cla00 of 3une, 1907
ACT I.
[Scene: Lancaster's woods, near Farmville. Gypsy tent in background,
gypsy woman standing in door. ]
Enter band of merry girls y/ith picnic baskets.
Altogethee : A gypsy tent ! Wliy, we will have our fortunes told
!
Frank: But is there any money in the crowd?
Maby Holt: Oh! we have enough now, and even if we didn't, we could go in on our good
looks.
Hazel: And tlie fact that we are Senior B's.
Gypsy: Just cross my palm with silver and I will all your fortimes read.
All: But who will go first?
Naknie: Janet, you go first. I know you are crazy to have yours told.
Janet: S-u-r-e! But I'll let you have that pleasure.
Lucy Rice: Suppose we let Mother Rachel decide.
Mother Rachel (pointing to Flora): This is a hard matter to decide, but suppose you
come on. How honored this class will be to know that their president has won such fame as
the authoress of some great volume.
Frank: Oh! how grand, Flora, just to think of your being a great writer!
Hazel: Florence, it is your turn next.
M. Rachel: You, mycliild, will spend many weary days in your primary work, but cheer
up, this will not last long, for here I see a line which indicates that someone will soon come to
claim his own.
Carrie Mason: Of course. Hazel, you will go after Florence.
M. Rachel (peering closely at the lines) : 1 see a crowded theater. The audience is enrap-
tured by the charming prima donna. Hazel Thompson. (Aside: She looks like a prima donna,
doesn't she? Then takes Molly's hand.) In tliis same theater you ,will come before the
audience, as one of the famous actresses of the day. (Such a manner of hers will always attract
a crowd !
)
Mary Glasgow (turning to Gertrude and Margaret) : Come, girls, let us have our fortunes
told together. Mother Rachel, what do you prophecy for us?
M. Rachel: You three girls will do a great work as traveling secretaries for the Y. W. C. A.
(Taking Flora Bruce's hand.) And you, as your hand indicates, are very fond of teaching,
but I think soon you will enjoy teaching (me better, and so will marry a country lad, and make
an admirable farmer's wife. [Girls hum " Wedding March," and fall into line.]
LoinsE (to Susie) : Come, Susie, let this be our time. We don't wish to be last.
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M. Rachel: You two cjirls will to foreign lands go, and so will be the great missionaries of
your class.
All: Of course, of course! They'll never be separated!
M. Rachbl: And you, my dear children (examining Clara's, Mae's, and Elizabeth's
hands), will with inspiring caps and gowns and from Vassar win your LL. D.
Molly : The trio still united
!
Edith: Why, Anne, I am surprised that you haven't been before. Go on and let Mother
Rachel read your future. (Anne, laughing as usual, extended her palm.
)
M. Rachel: You will take a course somewhere else and
Oarrib: Oh! and then she will (Wade) tlirough all sorb! of experiences.
Belle Gilliam: Come on, Nellie (Moreland), you and Sallie and Sue.
M. Rachel: In a hospital, far away, I see yon three going in and out among the soldiers,
discharging your duties faithfully.
All : Noble girl^ ! noble girls
!
Molly: Crutie, haven't you had yoiu- fortune told yet? I'm surprised. You go on first
(pointing to Julia Kent, Carrie Kyle and NeUie Johnson ) and have your futures revealed. You
hang back so, you must be afraid she is going to tell you that you will all be old maids.
M. Rachel: I now see a crowded room, not a theater, but a ball-room; you four are
among the dancers, and many eyes turn toward you. [They dance around. ] Why, by your
palms (speaking to Clara Fallwell, Myrtle Rea, Rebecca Vaughan and Annie Reynolds) I can
readily tell that you will, as teachers, go to some large college.
Nan: Time is flying, and lunch will soon be ready, so let's hurry. Janet, you, BeUe and
Carrie, go on.
M. Rachel: The lines in all three hands indicate that you will make a success in art (then
dropping Belle's); you two will also study music. How soon you will recognize the fame of
this one (turning to Janet) as the illustrator of the novel of your authoress (Flora).
Frank: By the illustrations we shan't know whether Charles Dana Gibson illustrated it or
Janet Duvall.
Mary Stegee: And we should not be surprised to find one of Carrie's masterpieces adorn-
ing the Corcoran Art Gallery. Where are the kindergarten girls? Go on, Lucy and Mary. I
see that the kindergarten babies are getting impatient.
M. Rachel: You shall both go off and take another course; then you will open a kinder-
garten for yourself.
Lucy (pushing Edith) : Here's the other "tot."
M. Rachel: Your talent lies in another direction. You wiU go to another school and
perfesct yourself in your favorite line of study—music.
Several: I don't believe tliat! I've seen two much!
Nan : May I go next?
M. Rachel (pondering over the perplexities of the lines) : One would think that you would
foUow the vocation of two of your other members. But no ! Now your whole futvu-e is revealed
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to me ! How pleased the members of your class will be when they read the announcement
:
" Nan Nicholson, a noted elocutionist, will recite before a large audience to-night."
Caekie Kyle: Alice, it is needless for you to show your hand; I can read your future
myself.
Alicb: No, indeed, you shan't cheat me out of my fortune! Proceed, Mother Rachel.
M. Rachel: You, my dear, will to foreign lands go, not as a missionary nor aa a Red
Cross nurse, but as a pleasure seeker, with a handsome man.
One Girl: Take me as your maid—do, Alice.
Belle Giluam : Well, there goes Lizzie Davis, at last.
M. Rachel: You shall have a brilliant career, as the coach of the basket-ball teams of a
large school, I should say the Normal. (Turning to Caroline Bayley, Clara Fallwell, and Lillian
Jones) You are the other brides of the party, I imagine (examines their hands). Yes, yes;
I can see the lines, which indicate that you will " live happy ever after."
Josie Baker: Let's hurry up, for it is almost twelve o'clock, and I am almost starving.
Roberta Alleen: No, indeed! Louise, see what can be done for you three (meaning
Belle and Ethel).
M. Rachel : You like to study—I should say—sciences.
Josie: Yes, and some day you will see Belle, Louise and Ethel working in some large
laboratory.
Mollie : And getting their beauty spoiled by an explosion
!
Louise (turning to Josie) : Since you are in such a hurry, I think you had better go next.
Josie (to Roberta) : All right. Come on, Roberta.
M. Rachel: Why, here are two who will travel also, but not for mere pleasure. They
will act as companions for some wealthy people.
Hazel : Well, I do declare ! Everyone has peeped into the future but Mary Steger and
Frank Jones.
Frank: Well, Mary, come on. We are last—but not least, are we?
Rachel (to Mary) : You will awake one morning to find yourseh" made famous by your
poems. And for you (taking Frank's hand) I prophecy long Ufe and success, for you, too,
will be an actress.
Nan: Well! Have we finished at last? What a wonderful set we are!
All: Oh, Mother Rachel! Three cheers for Mother Rachel!
Margaret Tucker: We are fully convinced that these prophecies will be fulfilled!
Gertrude : And for fear you might forget what class this is, we' 11 sing you one of our clasa
gs-
Flora : And give you some of our lunch
!
BERYL MORRIS.
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Ct)e ILa0t S^tll anti Ce^tament of tl)e €la&s
of JIune, t907
WE, THE CLASS of Jane, 1907, of the State Normal School, in the town ofFarmville, Prince Edward County, in the Commonwealth of Virginia, being
in our right minds, do know full well that the most valuable gifts have long
since been bequeathed to those for whom they seem most fitting, but being about to
depart this school life, and realizing that we are expected to give away everything
that we have, and more that we have not, do hereby make this our last will and
testament.
Item I. To Dr. Jarman, our honorary member, we bequeath the esteem and
affection of the entire class, and the sincere regret that we cannot always receive his
words of advice and encouragement; to Miss Andrews, in appreciation of her kind-
ness and untiring interest, we dedicate " The Virginian.'"
Item II. To Miss Whiting we leave a still larger elective class in Shakespeare,
one that can master the entire works of the great dramatist in two weeks; to Miss
Crawley, three hundred and sixty-five successive Saturdays in which there need be no
thought of teaching; to Miss Vennie Cox, all the holidays she wants.
Item III. To Miss Harrison we bequeath "a perfectly grand time" this summer;
to Miss Snow, a stoutly bound volume of Farmer's Bulletins for Nature Study Work,
also a fraternity pin all her own.
Item IV. For Miss Smithey we provide better facilities for entertaining her French
and German classes; to Miss Rice, we leave an ever increasing Mission Study Class
who will pay their dues on time.
Item V. To Miss Haliburton, another Page to run on errands; to Miss Woodruff,
English teachers to take the place of Flora and Elizabeth, and Grace Walton con-
tinued ; to Miss Pierce, a phonograph to say "Left right !"
Item VI. To Miss Dugger and Miss Taliaferro we bequeath in loving remem-
brance, a set of reference books that may sometimes be charged out to the Seniors;
to Miss Dunn, an automatic pen replacer and pencil sharpener, and another general
substitute for her grades.
Item VII. To Dr. Winston we give an elevator to take him to and from the
infirmary, and a pneumatic tube by which he may send up his medicines promptly; to
Miss Thraves, a trip to Lynchburg; to Miss Coulling we leave a class who can reach
her ideal in the line of lettering, the decorative treatment of plant forms, and who
can key colors to produce pleasing effects.
Item VIII. To Mr. Mattoon, who can make everything he wants and has every-
thing he has ever made, there are fine things to leave. With some misgivings, how-
ever, we bequeath to his tender mercy another constructive geometry class.
Item IX. To Mr. Bidgood, we bequeath a coat made entirely of pockets, so that
he may always find a convenient place for his hands; to Miss Watkins, the regret that
we could not know her better.
Item X. Upon Miss Blackiston we bestow enough modern methods of teaching
arithmetic to satisfy her inquiring mind ; to Miss Winston, all the worn out phono-
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graphs, telephones and dynamos in this and adjoining counties, for her physical
laboratory.
Item XI. For Mrs. Jamison and Mrs. Morris, we have ordered a houseful of girls
who will always look forward with eagerness to Monday dinners; to Miss Mary White
Cox we bequeath the love of all the girls, as she has had it in the past ; to Mrs.
Brooks, a regret that she has been with us so little this term.
Item XII. To Miss London we leave a new whisk-broom; to Miss Long, a door
through which she may enter her class room directly from the front campus ; to Dr.
Jones, classes who can write original papers on ideational-algedonic-motor phenomena.
Item XIII. We bequeath to Miss Blandy a bungalow somewhere in Farmville,
so that she may keep house happily all to herself; to Miss Lancaster, a bunch of
violets and several vacant periods each day, during which time she may receive callers
in her class room ; to Dr. Messenger, a book of plays for the Literary Societies, and
stage settings that will not require nailing. We bestow upon Mrs. Thackston, Mrs.
Newby and Miss Allen many thanks for their unremitting kindness during our stay
here.
Item XIV. To Dr. Millidge we leave a class room facing north, and plenty of
anecdotes to tell his classes ; to Miss Tabb, all the schedules, matriculation blanks,
and the names of all the girls for the coming year in alphabetical order.
Item XV. To Miss Hills, a larger office, so that she will not need to go out of
doors to think ; to Miss Waterbury, we bequeath freedom from all music tests, and a
drive every day in the year.
Item XVI. We give and bequeath to Miss Hiner and Miss Sutherlin a book of
sentences which will not need to be recast ; to Miss Gary, eyes that see not, ears that
hear not, and feet that in the midnight watches will unwillingly carry her through
these halls.
Item XVII. To Mr. Cox we leave the hope that he will be to the other girls
what he has been to us
; to the new Senior B's, the pleasure and air of importance
which come froip attending Seminar ; to our beloved Alma Mater we leave a picture,
"Apollo and the Muses."
We hereby constitute Belle Beryl Brosius executor of this our last will and testa-
ment
;
in witness whereof we have hereunto set our hand and seal, this third day of
June, nineteen hundred and seven.
CLASS OF JUNE, 1907, OF THE
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.
Witnesses:
Elizabeth Davis.
Alice Castle.
ILimericfefi?
There was a small girl at the Normal,
Who, every one said, was too formal
:
When met in the hall.
She never would squall
" Hello ! " as they do at the Normal.
Gordon BASKKKvnj.B.
There was a team called "Green "
—
'Twas once the best e'er seen;
But now baaket-ball
They can't play at all.
So they feel extremely mean.
RirrH Rebd.
There was a young lady named Mary,
WTio always acted contrary
;
She wouldn't go to bed
At the time that was said,
So was often "sat on" by Miss Gary.
Lizzie Tbicb
There is a young maiden named Fitz,
Who has gradually lost all her witz,
For the teachers of Math.
Makes life a hard path.
And the maiden is wearing to bitz.
Ellen Rives.
To the Seniors of dear S. N. S.—
' Work hard, and then take a rest
;
And then after the Fair
You can teach anywhere,
At a hundred a month—more or less.
Evelyn Wilson.


JFIora ClenDenin Cftompson
"Writer of Prize Story
iBzssit (ZBIeanor Sampson
Writer of Prize Poem

J^otD Clara tuas ConquereD
[Prize Story.]
THERE were seven of us at the round table in the Seminary dining-room that
winter. We were a merry set, and all the other girls in school envied us. The
round table itself was something to covet. The other tables were long and rectan-
gular. Their sharp corners and straight lines seemed to make the girls rather formal,
but at our little circular board we were informal and gay. Then, too, we had Jessica.
That was almost more than the girls could bear. To have both Jessica and the round
table was more bliss than is allotted to mortals, they thought.
Jessica was one of these fascinating girls whom everybody pets and loves, and
the girls adored her. Her word was law among them, they had no greater pleasure
than to carry out her wishes. I think we of the round table loved her more than the
other girls did. The crispest piece of toast always managed to fall to her, and when
Jennie carved the meat, Jessica's plate always happened to be at hand when the
choicest bit was served. It was not only in the dining-room that Jessica was so
favored. There was somebody at leisure on Saturday when she cleaned her room, and,
as house-cleaning is such a delightful occupation, of course she had plenty of help.
When she dressed to go out, there was somebody near by who willingly laid out her
clothes, and more willingly helped her put them on. Jessica accepted these services
gratefully, protestingly, and sometimes, it must be confessed, indifferently. But the
pretty way in which she thanked us made up for her indifference, and her protests
only made us wish to do more.
One day when the round table was particularly merry, Miss Alton appeared with
Clara. We looked at our principal imploringly, for we were selfish with our good
times, and did not care to share them. But the looks were useless, and Clara became
a member of the round table. We could no longer say with the little girl in the
reader, "Oh, Master, we are seven." We were decidedly eight, for the newcomer
was not a person to be ignored. In a way, we liked her. She was an independent,
sensible g^rl, who entered rather heartily into our fun. She did not seem to share our
devotion to Jessica, though we did not care about that at first.
The trouble began the day we had egg-bread. There was only one " corner
piece " on the plate, and Clara helped herself to that. As she was taking it, Jennie
whispered, ' ' Jessica likes the ' corner piece. '
"
"So do I," Clara replied, coolly, as she went on with her breakfast.
We looked aghast at this disregard of our pet's wishes, though Jessica herself was
so busy over her oatmeal that she had not heard a word. After that we noticed that
Clara often broke cur unwritten laws. We took pains to show our displeasure, and
one day when Jessica was dining out she took us to task.
"You are such foolish girls ! " she broke out, without any preface. We looked
up in astonishment, and asked why she thought so.
"You are such slaves to Jessica," she replied. "You wait upon her, you give
up to her, you slave for her, day and night, as though she were a princess instead of
a simple girl like the rest of us. You needn't try to make me do it, too. I like
Jessica well enough, but I'm not going to be her slave. I never expect to go out of
my way to do anything for her, " she ended vehemently.
Not love Jessica, who seemed to have been made for that especial purpose ! It
was preposterous ! Every other girl in school loved her. Our anger was aroused,
and we determined to conquer Clara. We would make her love Jessica. It seemed,
however, that Clara was quite as determined as we were. She would not be con-
quered, and a coolness grew up between us. Had it not been for Jessica's ignoranee
of the trouble, the round table would have lost some of its old gaiety, but she kept us
together.
About this time a great misfortune came upon Jessica. She tore a long rent in
her pretty evening dress. She was lamenting the fact at the dinner table. "The
dreadful part is that I haven't a piece of the goods," she said, "and as the color is
unusual, I am afraid I can't match it. I can never mend the dress nicely without the
under piece to hold the darn in place. I'll do it poorly enough, anyway," she ended,
despairingly.
I knew that Clara could darn beautifully; but, remembering her positive declara-
tion of the past month, I dared not make the suggestion that came into my mind. I
did venture, however, to say to Jessica, "Clara has a scarf that is exactly like your
dress. Perhaps she could spare a piece of that.
"
" Oh, no, indeed," said Jessica, promptly; " I shouldn't want her to cut it. Pray
don't think of doing it, Clara."
" I shall not," replied Clara grimly.
Jessica had the kindest heart in the world, and loved peace and good feeling more
than most girls do. We were not surprised that she noticed the coolness between us
and Clara, and spoke of it. That very evening "the seven" were sitting out by the
old box hedge, and she began quite frankly, "Girls, I think we do not treat Clara as
we should. I've noticed a coolness lately, though I don't know where the trouble
lies. I do know that we leave her out of our fun. We must do better."
I heard a stir on the other side of the hedge, and somebody ran across the campus.
Nobody else noticed it.
We wished very much to carry out our plan of conquering Clara, and were loath
to promise to do better. When Jessica pressed us, though, rather than tell her the
story, we gave our word.
The next night Miss Dabney entertained the Mandolin Club, and, as Jessica was in-
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vited, Jennie and Ruth and I went to her room to help her dress. I brought out the
blue gown, which I had darned. I felt rather ashamed of my handiwork, and asked
them not to examine it before it was donned. When Jessica was ready, Jennie made
her stand in the middle of the floor for inspection. She looked at the skirt for a
moment, and then, turning to me, exclaimed, " What a fibber you are, Mary ! That
mending is beautifully done. The darn looks like a mere flaw in the goods. You
just wanted us to say it was well done ! "
" You are the fibber ! " I retorted. "Turn around, Jessica, so the light will fall
on you. Let her look again."
When the light fell on the skirt, I saw that Jennie was right. The darn did look
like a mere flaw in the material, but it was not my work. I stooped down to examine
it. There it was, a beautiful piece of mending. The ragged edges had been carefully
drawn together, and were held in place by the daintiest, tiniest stitches. On the under
side, to hold the darn firm and fast, was a strip of soft blue goods, of the exact shade
and texture of the dress.
I looked up at Jennie and Ruth. They were gazing at each other in amazement.
I bent down again to hide a triumphant smile, for I remembered the girl who ran
across the campus in dusk.
FLORA CLENDENIN THOMPSON.
Butterflies
[Prize Poem]
Airy, fairylike, beautiful things,
Floating around on silken wings
—
What is so fair in earth or sky
As a dainty, drifting butterfly ?
Some there are of purest white,
Easily marked in their lazy flight ;
Others there are of varied hue,
On flower or leaf they hide from you.
If, by some sweet flower, they re charmed.
Let them sip away, unharmed,
And when, again they 'd flutter by,
Pray, don't crush the butterfly!
Beautiful, fragile butterfly !
What better do you typify,
Than longings of the human mind ?
What nearer kinsman would you find ?
Like you, our hopes and longings rise,
Ever fluttering toward the skies
;
Fluttering, falling, and rising again,
Quickly responding to joy and pain.
Some butterfly hopes are stainless white,
Gathering strength in the warm sunlight
;
Others are splashed with a glory of gold,
And colors of purpose manifold.
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Little hopes, like butterfly wings,
Are easily crushed, such fragile things!
Let them soar toward the sky,
Don't dare to crush the butterfly!
Don't crush a. trusting, child-like heart,
And make the beauty all depart.
Give the sympathy it needs.
Change noble thoughts to noble deeds.
Once you drive the fairy out.
In place of faith may come a doubt,
So, as the host goes fluttering by,
Don't crush a single butterfly!
Bessie E. Sampson.
Imtinssiom of tlje Cratntng t)cl)ciol
Cf)c JFirst
It was the last term before we went into the Training School.
We felt the dignity of the position, and we realized keenly the hard
work it involved. We struggled over grammar and other public
school branches, but always we remembered that soon we should be
through with these, and then came the Training School. How in-
viting it looked with its pretty classrooms! We thought with pleas-
ure that our first school-rooms were fitted with all the things neces-
sary to modern teaching. We should revel in sand boards filled with
cool, damp molding sand. We should delight ourselves with maps
and globes, with many blackboards, all adjusted to the height of the
children. We should perform many experiments with the simple
apparatus provided.
Then there were the children. Dear little things they seemed!
How attentive and eager they were in the model lessons! We
assured ourselves that it would be a pleasure to teach them.
The supervisors seemed to be charming women. We felt that
we should enjoy knowing them, and, indeed, be it confessed, that
they should enjoy knowing us, for were we not fresher from the
study of methods than they.?
Ct)e ^econD
The eventful day had come
—
^just how eventful it was to be, a
merciful Providence had not revealed, and we went out early to
greet the children. They came, troops of them. We had not real-
ized before how many there were. Such noisy, inquisitive young-
sters! How could any human beings ask so many provoking, un-
necessary questions ? Nor did they respect our dignity. They almost
ran over us sometimes; they called loudly to us across the room;
they demanded that we tell them this or that. When the lessons
began, matters were even worse. The carefully written lesson plans
could not be adhered to strictly. The children would ask questions
that we had not thought of before.
The sand from the sand board spilled over on the floor. Who
ever invented such things, an} how.? They were only nuisances.
The bad little boy broke the glass cup in which we had intended to
plant seeds for the nature study class. Surely the theories demand-
ing test tubes and glass cups for classroom use were wrong. They
only distracted the attention of the children. We would have no
more of them.
The supervisors sat calm and wise and stern in the back of the
room, and watched our every movement. What power they had to
make one forget!
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The dreadful day dragged on to a close, and,—the next was like unto it. We did
not like the Training School, we did not love the children, and we did not wish the
acquaintance of anybody who knew as much as those supervisors.
Ct)e CtiitD
It was one afternoon when the term was more than half over. The children
had just marched out to the steady beat of the triangle, and we had stayed behind to
put the room in order. The case door was wide open. Margaret, the mischievous,
troublesome child of the grade, had left it so. She usually did things like that, we
thought, with a sigh. But then her grades on deportment and neatness had been
better lately. Perhaps after all we were getting a hold on her. We passed Will's
desk. His geography lay there. It was strange that he should have forgotten it, he
was so interested in it. We fell to dreaming of the day when he should be a great
man in the geographical world, and we should say proudly that we taught him. We
passed on to pick up a piece of paper under Susie's desk. She was a dull child, but
that day she had mastered a hard point. What a pleasure it had been to help her!
Suddenly there came to us the realization that it was a pleasure to help all of
the children. We knew that though we had hardships and failures, we loved our
work and our children. It was a privilege to see them develop, to give them a
broader knowledge of books. Sometimes it was even granted us to show them a
higher, sweeter view of life.
We heard the supervisor's step in the hall, and our thoughts instantly went out
to her. It was she who had taught us how to teach and how to control the children.
We realized that even her criticisms, though just and honest, had been kind. All at
once, we knew that we loved her, too, for was she not also a woman who had for her
life-work the training of little children.? She came in, and our eyes met. She was a
woman who understood, and in that brief glance she saw the sweet revelation of the
purpose and earnestness of a teacher's life that had come to us. Together we looked
out into the fresh spring world, thinking long, long thoughts.
Cla00 of Sanuarp, 1908
Colots
Olive Green and Gold
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
True to the end.
iBUictts
iFlotoer
Chrysanthemum
LocKETT Walton
Rebecca Mann
Lois Watkins
Fannie Christian
^emfitt»
Ruby Berry
Emma Blanton
Virginia Blanton
,
Katherine Britton
Vernie Blankinship
Fannie Christian
Willie Hurd
Helen Jordan
Eleanor Jamison
Annie Lancaster
Rebecca Mann
Chloe Snow
Lockett Walton
Lois Watkins


Clasfg of June, 1908
JFIotoer
Black-eyed Susan
s@otto
'Ever onward.
mfittts
Colors
Black and Gold
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer -
Mary Henley Spencer
Bessie Sampson
Eugenia Beverly Andrews
Mabel M. Moran
Cla00 EoU
Beverly Andrews
Mary Blanchard
Mattie Bowles
Frances Brinkley
Claire Burton
Margaret Clay
Grace Clements
Janie Cook
Leth Duncanson
Emma Parish
Geraldine Fitzgerald
Nora Garrett
Virginia Garrison
Grace Graham
Myrtle Grenels
Maud Hannabass
Ida Hassell
Elizabeth Haynes
Mary Horner
Imogen H utter
Byrdie Jones
Emily Lewelling
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Molly Mauzy
Hallie McCormick
Fannie Moore
Mabel Moran
Virginia Nelson
Georgia Newby
Kate Perry
Mildred Price
Mary Read
Mamie Rowe
Bessie Sampson
Karlie Savage
Rebecca C. Slemp
Eleanor Southall
Julia Spain
Mary Spencer
Alma Taylor
Maggie Taylor
Mary Tucker
Mary Watkins
Kate Watkins
Pearl Wingate
KINDER-
GARTEtl
£Pap SDap in tlje Stintietgarten
OF all the festivals of the year, none is greeted with more real joy among the tinykindergarten tots than May Day. It is a pleasure to recall the enthusiasm, the
genuine happiness and at the same time the seriousness with which each little
child entered into the celebration of last May Day.
Their small part in the festivities was very great to them. For days beforehand
we heard them saying among themselves how g^and it would be to take part in some-
thing with the "upstairs" children.
The exercises took place on the west lawn, where a platform and a May pole
had been erected, and long rows of chairs placed for the audience.
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The children had been told that on May Day they need not come to kindergar-
ten until ten o'clock, a whole hour later than usual. Nevertheless, eight o'clock
found a good many little ones already beginning to assemble. How dear they did
look! Each little girl dressed in a crisp new frock with dainty ribbons flying, and
each little boy in a fresh white suit and new shoes and stockings. How eagerly all
ran to greet each arrival, and compare the various "new things!"
Before very long, though, the novelty of seeing and showing "new things" wore
off, and the children were impatient to begin; not less impatient were we kindergart-
ners who found it trying on the nerves to keep thirty-odd children looking fresh
and smooth for two hours.
To add to the general feeling of excitement, the mothers and babies and sisters
and brothers, and even a few of the papas began to arrive. This would have bred
excitement under any circumstances.
It seemed as if ten o'clock would never come. But it did, at last, and found
our nerves and the children's clothes in not such a deplorable state of being, after all.
The chord was struck and sixteen little girls and boys, each carrying a May
basket, joined hand, two and two, and singing, "Come and skip with me," skipped
merrily out to the scene of action and took their seats in a circle. Then came eight
little brownies, which was a signal for the Brownie Game. All the other children
went to sleep while the busy brownies worked and danced and sang. The little
faries came too, each with a sprinkler, and as they sang the Flower Garden song they
tjipped around pretending to sprinkle each flower which the other children had made
with their hands. They also sang the dainty Butterfly Song, and the sparkling May
Day song. Then when each had proudly presented to mother a dainty May basket,
their pretty little part was over. G. I. B.
:a iaectpe for a BalJ?
With the rippling of the streamlet Add to these the soft, sweet murmurs
As it hurries to the sea, Of a bird that woes his mate
;
Mix the cooing of the wood-dove, The glints of golden cloudlets
Rising, falling, joyously; Peeping through the sunset's gate:
Add the sweetness of the rose-vine. Season with the scattered sunshine.
Trailing, straggling up the wall, Beams and rays of rosy light
;
And put in the varying voices Heat with the warmth of a thousan<i kisses.
Of the leaping water-fall. And you have the baby bright.
—Bessie PAui.Err
Cla00 of Immxv, 1909
6@otto
" The half has not yet been told.
Violet
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Officers
Colors
Lavender and Champagne
Jessie Nidermaier
Lucy Robins
Minnie Blanton
Bessie Anderson
CIa0i8i Boll
Bessie Anderson Blanche Nidermaier
Martha Blanton
Minnie Blanton
Mildred Davis
Wirt Davidson
Eugenia Fallwell
Isabelle Flournoy
Mattie Fretwell
Geraldine Graham
Bernice Howard
Jessie Nidermaier
Susie Noel
Esther Owens
Lucy Robins
Helen Steed
Susan Stone
Lula Sutherlin
Graham Trent
Vedah Watson
Isabelle Harrison Happy Wilder
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€las& of June, 1909
(old catalogub)
'' Live until you die. "
Colors
Pale Blue and Silver
JFIotoet
Forget-me-not
iDfficetsi
President - - Mary Pierce
Vice-President - - Sue Ruffin
Secretary - - Antoinette Nidermaier
Treasurer - - Margaret Davis
8©em6et$
Lizzie Batten Kate Fulton
Camilla Bedinger Annie Garrow
Clarice BerschI Ethel Hubbard
Annie Bidgood Louise Jones
Came Bliss Mariam Jones
Lillian Bland Annie McLean
Carrie Caruthers Antoinette Nidermaier
Lizzie Caldwell Winnie Parsons
Hallie Chrisman Annie Patterson
Hannah Chapman Katherine Pennybacker
Jennie Cluverius Mabel Peterson
Hattie Cox Mary Pierce
Margaret Davis Mildred Richardson
Kyle Davis Lillian Rose
Mary Dupuy Sue Ruffin
Maggie Ewing Frances Stoner
Hunter Tatum
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Ctoeltje of tlje Si^o&t i^opulat laectpes^
From the Third B Practical Cook-Book
An Athletic Girl
Take a large amount of solid muscle, some pluck sifted well of all fear of danger,
and stir together, adding a little mannishness. When done, coat well with a tanned
skin and plenty of freckles, and garnish with a tennis racket and a basket ball.
—Richie McCraw.
A Popular Girl
To a bright face and an attractive manner, add two pounds of interest, one
pound of sympathy, two pounds of ready speech, two ounces of energy and industry,
and two pounds of humor. Mix well, season with a bit of mischief, and serve three
times a day for nine months. —Anne Clarke.
A Schedule Committee Member
To a "pleasant-spoken" woman add a scheming mind, a large quantity of
patience, and untiring energy. Stir in a dash of partiality for yourself, and flavor
with sympathy. Set aside in a quiet room to cool, then serve, being sure to help
yourself first. —Ellen Rives.
A Latin Test
Take the principal parts of all the verbs, and mix thoroughly with all the moods
and tenses, after six hours of "cramming;" season to taste with the ora/zo o3/;'^»a,
and you will be sure to have a distracting dish. —Ottie Leftwich
A "Pitched" Girl
Fifty ounces of skipping classes, twenty of listlessness and inattention, and one-
half ounce of genuine study, mixed well in a strong solution of unexcused absences;
add five ounces of loitering on the campus and in the halls, season with one pound
of n-o-t-e-s and one-half dozen n-o-t-s, and let the whole simmer until the end of the
term ; then stir in a peck of trouble and a gallon of tears. This recipe is often tried,
and will never fail if properly proportioned and thoroughly mixed.
—Lillian Byrd
A Girl Worth While
To just an everyday girl, whose heart is not set on curls and dimples, add one
hundred grains of common sense, one hundred grains of desire for knowledge, and
ten grains of "gumption;" then put in fun enough to enjoy a good joke, energy enough
to try when all things seem to go wrong, and enough will power to make a consistent
mixture. Stir all together, let settle, and skim oif conceit. Season with the ' 'oil of
gladness, " the extract of kindness, and the essence of gentleness, and you will have
the most perfect creation of its kind.
—OuiDA Humbert.
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A Case
Two dimpled cheeks, and a laugh,
Of the loveliest hair a pound and a half;
Add to these two eyes of blue,
A great big heart to beat for you,
A dash of fun, a mouth just right,
Two round, white arms to hold you tight,
A slender body full of grace,
And you will have the dearest "case!"
—Marietta King.
A Favorite Teacher
Take six ounces of smiles, four ounces of pleasant greetings, one ounce of
leniency, six pounds of patience, twelve pounds of the power to explain, three pounds
of personal interest in the girls, and four ounces of spare time to talk to them. Mix
well, and flavor to taste with good looks, if desired.
—Marjorie Thompson.
A Composition
Mix well a pound of dread, a half pound of worry, a quarter of a pound
of borrowed trouble, and a handful of groans; then add a pint of determination
to find the way, and allow some time for dissolving. Next put in a half pound
of clear thinking, a cupful each of originality and an earnest desire to do your
best. Put the whole between two layers of hard-ground knowledge, place over
the fire of enthusiasm until thoroughly warmed, sprinkle with a flavoring of hope,
allow to cool, serve on two sheets of theme paper, and you have—success.
—Margaret Harrison.
A " Gym Skipper "
Mix thoroughly a mind productive of excuses, several bad headaches, a sprained
ankle, a pinch of toothache well mixed with "nerve," a great deal of good humor
accustomed to being "sat upon," a fluent stream of language, flavored well with in-
difference to notes. —Susan Hall.
Engiisti P's
Tried by the Normal School girls, and guaranteed never to fail, except in June,
July and August.
I hard test,
I night to study,
I dozen visitors, added at different times.
Mix by 9:30, and let stand all night.
In the morning add
I mistake of the alarm clock, the size of three hours,
I room to clean.
At nine o'clock, take to a class-room and add
I blank paper,
I strict teacher.
The results will be prompt, and will reach the highest expectations.
Ruth Redd.
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A Senior B
Mix nine pounds of worry, five pounds of hurry,
And a brain that is strong and clear,
Fifty-four plans with only two hands,
And a patience that all must call dear
;
Eight pounds of hustle, six pounds of muscle,
And a smile that stands wear and tear ;
A half pound of rule for each term of school,
And full thirty pounds of care ;
Ten pounds of teaching, with twenty of reaching
For facts that will help her to pass ;
Two pounds of rest, and twelve pounds of test,
Then stir to a peach and cream lass.
This mixture you see is a Senior B,
Now you may believe it or not,
But if seasoned with tresses and pretty white dresses.
In June, it is fine when served hot. Irma Phillips.
€an&ts of failnxt in ^cftool
J7 SYMPOSIUM
Knowing things, but not being able to tell them.
Excessive fondness for novel reading.
Sometimes natural-born laziness, but never, never, lack of sense
!
Scientific study of the genus homo, to the exclusion of all else.
***
Taking the "rest cure" in the infirmary too often and too long.
The spitefulness of teachers who just wouldn't pass you, anyhow, even if you did
good work.
***
An ordinary girl's trying to do as much as two extraordinary girls should undertake.
***
Inability of the teachers to understand your thoughts.
***
Being so terribly afraid of a teacher that it scares you to death to recite.
***
Studying certain teachers more than the subjects taught.
***
Spending too much time before the mirror preparing for the parlor branches of study.
The singular forgetfulness of teachers who think that you have nobody else's
work to do but theirs.
***
"Spooning" with our "cases" ! ! 1
The injustice of the faculty in not being disposed to excuse you when you wish
to gaze out of the window and think the "long, long thoughts of youth," rather than
those of geometry, composition, or physics.
***
The deplorable failure of the faculty to appreciate the real value of the promenade
course in geology, which takes intense interest in the paving stones of Farmville.
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My face is brown but not with years,
For it was white
Until last night,
When paint went on in dusky smears.
My limbs are stiff though not with toil,
Nor with a sleeper's vile repose,
For I have been temptation's spoil,
And mine has been the fate of those
To whom rough riot and cool night air,
Though barred and banned are wondrous fair.
And this is why I say in faith,
I ventured out, though scared to death.
Bananas, apples, candy, cake.
Gym-suited spectres like mortals take ;
Tune up your lungs, now start the race,
'Tis dark, who can our yelling trace.?
Fifty-seven who howl as one !
She being hid, our matron sage,
'
Scarcely had the rush begun.
Ran us in a treach'rous cage,
Most were caught—their fates were sealed
—
Half past three, clear seemed the field.
Stop! a figure I espied.
Standing there, I almost died.
For I had all my foes defied.
And now when all the racket's past
Behold this wretch is nabbed at last.
Mary Stephens, '09.
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GOOD MORNIN', MISS BETTY. Ain't dis jes' a b'u'ful day ? I was tellin'
'Liza Jane as we come er-long jes' now dat it did 'pear lak to me dat all dis
sunshine ought to make de young wheat grow an' spread tell it didn't know itself. I
think we's gwine hev a fine crap dis year. Dat is what I come to see er-bout to-day.
De ole harrar is done clean wo' out, an' dat crap is jes' got to be harrered ag'in. Kin
I go in dar an' speak to de doctor ? I don't lak to bother him, but
"
The old man stood outside the back door waiting for permission to speak to " de
doctor." At a glance one could recognize Martin as one of those old-time "slavery"
negroes whose most distinguishing characteristic is his respect for the "white folks.'
He held his old felt hat in his hands behind him, his head was bowed, and his
whole attitude was one of marked deference.
As he had come to town, he was dressed in his " Sunday-go-to-meetin'" clothes.
His once black suit, now verging on green, seemed unusually clean, and a closer
view would reveal unmistakable traces of soap and water. The coat, which seemed
to have been made to fit a man of twice his size, was of the swallow-tail kind, and
reached a length of at least two-thirds of his five feet ten inches. His trousers,
though drawn high up under his arms, on account of their remarkable length, lay in
folds about the ankle and covered the whole heel of his big brogans. On the left leg
of the trousers was a jagged tear, which had been neatly darned—the tear at once
suggestive, to an imaginative mind, of a hen-house and a spirited watch-dog.
Martin was one of the so-called tenants of Dr. Mason's farm, or, as Martin ex-
pressed it, "he worked on she'res," and so was continually coming on some errand
similar to the one of this morning.
It was unlucky for Martin that Miss Betty answered his knock in person, and he
realized this. Now as he glanced at her he thought to himself that he should like to
be going. But he had said he must speak to the doctor about the harrow.
" I don't lak to bother him, but "
"No ; he's gone out, so you'll not bother him," broke in Mrs. Mason, sharply.
" But, Martin, I have wanted to speak to you for some time, so just come in here for
a few minutes."
He threw his hat into the corner and followed her into the hall, but stood wher
he could keep his eye on 'Liza Jane and the mule. Mrs. Mason sat down to a small
table, opened one of the drawers, and took out a paper, which she looked at every
now and then.
"You know you are supposed to be working on shares, and that Dr. Mason's
share is a fourth of all you make. You have worked fifty acres of land for three years,
and this is what we have received : one barrel of apples, three bushels of sweet potatoes,
and a few vegetables in the summer. What has become of the wheat and "
"Well, I'll tell yon, Miss Betty "
"You have no excuse, Martin. You know as well as I do that the doctor is old
and not so careful as he used to be, and you have pulled the wool over his eyes until
you might cheat his eye-teeth out and he'd never know the difference.
"'Fo' goodness, Miss Betty! Dis po' ole nigger ain't got no idee of cheatin'
nobody. You know de 'Good Book ' done 'spressly say dat 'nobody shan't steal,'
an' if I was to do dat, whar would I be at de jedgment day ? An', once, befo' I got
de ligion, I was a-pickin' chips off'n somebody else's Ian' an' er angel 'pear to me and
say, 'Martin, tetch not dat which is onclean.' I drapped dem chips, an' I sed den
an' dar I never would tetch nothin' of nobody's. An' I ain't. Fust come de freshets,
den de drout's, an' all de wheat an' "
"You needn't tell those same stories over again. But what I want you to under-
stand is that I am going to take things into my own hands, and if you do not bring
me a reasonable amount of wheat at the end of the season as a fourth of the crop, I
shall see that ' Scuffle Hill ' has of/ier tenants another year. That is all
!
"Well, Miss Betty, you know de drout's an' freshets don't spar nobody, much
less dis ole nigger. I don't see no signs of freshets or drout's fer dis year, so fur, an'
de wheat do look fine, an' I 'spects, if it had jes' one mo' harrerin', it would be de fines
crap in dis side of de country.
" Lan' sakes ! Gee, dar, Mark ! Dat is de mos' 'quis'tive ole mule I ever see'
He dun gone an' half-way turned dat carryall over tryin' to git dat sprig o' grass on
t'other side ob de fence. Ev'ry one of dem aigs is gwine be broke, an' 'Liza Jane
a-settin' dar in de kitchen talkin' to Ailsie. Well, good-day, Mistis, and if de Good
Lord don't sen' no pestilence, you will git yo' wheat for sho'. Good-day, Miss Betty,
good-day, marm."
And, making the most profound bows, old Martin hastened out to get the carry-
all back into the road, and to threaten Mark with the most awful punishment, which
he received with the utmost complaisance.
Mrs. Mason, who was a pretty good judge of human nature, was certain that the
ole negro had no idea of ever appearing with the grain. For three years he had been
making the same excuses. She had seen the deception he had practiced from the
first, but whenever she spoke of such a thing the doctor would silence her with :
" Oh, pshaw, Betty ! You are a woman and will never learn business of this kind.
It is a man's work."
But this was too good an opportunity to lose. As Martin passed out she said to
herself, "Well, I've had my say at last, and even if I never see the wheat, I have
the satisfaction of knowing that he sees now that he doesn't fool everybody."
* ******
About nine o'clock in the morning on the fifth of July, four months later, Melissa,
the maid, came to Mrs. Mason's room and said that Martin wished to see her for a
few minutes at the door.
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He was the very same Martin, except that maybe his skin was a little blacker,
and the grin, which usually spread from ear to ear, a little broader.
"Miss Betty, I tol' you I was gwine bring you a fo'th of dat wheat crap. I's
done come. I would er come yistiddy, but it was holiday, you know. Whar does
you want it put.? I'll jes' lif it off fer you an' put it away. 'Tain't quite es much es
I thought 'twould be, 'case de patch wus so full of black heads 'twan't much 'count.
But den dat wus de orderin' of Providence, and we can't complain."
Mrs. Mason looked at the old negro in utter astonishment. Was this a change
of heart that was showing itself in his dealings with the share-holders .'
"Martin, I am very glad that you thought of what I said and decided to do
what is right. I do not like to change the tenants at ' Scuffle Hill ' so often, and I
see that you do not want to leave. I'll go out to the wagon to look at it.
"
She gathered up her skirts and walked out with her head high. She had learned
the business that was a man's, and she had excelled the man.
Martin followed her slowly.
When she came to the wagon, she saw no bags nor barrels, as she expected, for
it must be a good deal he would bring—he had sown twice as much as usual. She
looked around on the ground, thinking that perhaps he had unloaded before coming
into the house. But she saw no signs of the wheat. She turned to Martin with a
puzzled look.
" You have evidently put it away before asking."
"No, marm, Mistis ; here it is right here under de seat."
At this he pulled out a gallon bucket, and, opening it, said admiringly:
"Ain't dem grains fine.'"
Mrs. Mason could not believe her eyes. She felt dizzy, and her knees were weak;
but gaining her self-control, for she would not allow him to see that she thought her-
self beaten, she said:
"I am obliged to you, Martin. You needn't wait to put it away. I'll take it
in myself."
After Martin was out of sight she slipped out to where she had hidden the wheat,
took up the bucket and went to the poultry-yard. She called the fowls up and threw
the grain out to them by the double-handful. Just before the last handful, she heard
a smothered laugh behind her. Startled, she looked around, and there stood the
doctor, holding his sides.
"What are you doing, Betty.?" he gasped.
She looked at his dancing eyes and red face, and against her wishes the ridiculous
side of the whole thing overcame her.
"I am just feeding the chickens our fourth of Martin's wheat crop for this year.
I hope they won't die of over-eating ! "
Ruth Redd.
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A MONOLOGUE
BACK at school ! Arrived this morning and have seen nothing but "rats." I
wonder why the old girls don't come ? I wish I had not come so early.
I wonder who that queer looking object across the room is ? Looks as
if she were homesick. I think I will go over and speak to her. My ! What an airy
bow. Yes, I understand ; she is from the city, has been going to a city school all
her life, and thinks it will be somewhat lonely in a little town like this.
What class is she going to enter ? I have no doubt, though, that it is the Junior,
since she has been going to a city school all her life. From personal appearance I
should judge that she well, I'll not say it, but I was very near a joke. Oh,
I am mistaken ! the Ja class— that is if she can pass the entrance examinations.
She wishes to know if I am a lat! My ! what impertinance ! I hardly think so,
since I got V. G. + on my Junior geography last term. Wish I had got just one
Excellent so that I might tell her of it ! New girls always need a little salting down.
She wants to know about the fare. I shall tell her a few things we have. My !
hear her ; she thinks that is " perfectly dreadful " ! (The way with all of them at
first.) " Dessert only twice a week " ! Her papa would not hear to her living on
such a poor diet ! But then her mamma will send her a box every week or so.
She wishes me to tell her something about the fraternities. Thinks she would
like to join—better wait until she is asked ! And the literary societies, too ! She
does not know which she will join. Better join both ! Of which am I a member ?
Perhaps of neither, what difference does it make to her ? Every girl in school does
not belong to a literary society. Oh, but she must. Her mamma charged her in par-
ticular to join. I wonder if she is going to join the Y. W. C. A..? Dear me ! She
never even heard of that organization. What is it, anyway ? Oh, well, guesses she
can join that any old day; but she ri^ust join a literary society at once, before they are
all filled up !
How she flourished that diamond in my face ! Anyway, I am not going to give
it any notice. But she must call my attention to it. It needs polishing— fits rather
loosely; she would cry her eyes out if anything should happen to it.
I will take out my watch and see how she likes that. Oh! she had a very beauti-
ful watch which her dear uncle sent her from Berlin. I wonder if she knows where
Berlin is ? Unfortunately, she broke the crystal. She hopes her mother will have it
repaired and send it to her at once.
What does she know about books ? What county is she from? She is not sure.
What part of the county ? She thinks it is near the northern part. What do they
raise in her part of the State ? Oh, yes, she is from the city and does not know, but
thinks they raise a great deal of fruit.
How unfortunate ! She happened to be a lemon. She thinks she is a "peach."
Ha ! I should say so—a cling-stone at that. Here I have been trying to get away
for the last half hour. I'll know whom to tackle next.
Anyway, that is a beautiful scarf which she is wearing; I shall step around to see
her and perhaps I may borrow it to wear down the street to-morrow.
Jessie Nidermaier.
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""^ARMVILLE ! Farmville ! " cried the porter. My heart gave a bound; in a
11 few minutes I should really be there ! As soon as the train stopped, I hur-
ried out with a number of others. We were immediately surrounded by
a crowd of girls wearing white ribbon badges, with the letters " Y. W. C. A. " They
smiled sweetly and offered to show the way to the school. How grateful we were
for this little attention when everything was so new and strange ! My heart went out
to them, and from that day I have loved the "white ribbon girls."
Our excitement and curiosity grew as we went along, for everytime we turned a
corner we expected to see the school. At last it burst into view, much larger than I
had expected, and very imposing looking. As we drew nearer, my attention was at-
tracted by the many pairs of eyes behind the shutters. When passing under the
windows, I heard the words "new girls" and "rats" frequently.
After getting my room arranged, I sat down to watch the other girls. One
of them came up to me and asked if I wanted to walk. She put her arm around me
as if we had been friends since childhood, and began to talk in such an easy, interest-
ing manner that I quite lost my heart. We met a trained nurse in uniform. My
friend smiled at her most sweetly. "I have a case with her," she explained.
"Of what.?" I inquired, "I hope there is no one sick."
She looked at me a second, and saw how earnest I was and began to laugh.
" Oh, you silly, don't you know what a case is .-'
"
I shook my head.
" Well, I'll show you sometime. Met Frank and Charlie yet? " she inquired.
" No," I confessed, " I haven't met any boys."
Her eyes twinkled again, but I did not know why until I found that Frank and
Charlie were two well-known girls of our school.
"Well, there goes Dr. J-n-s. "He sat all over me the other day."
Imagine my astonishment, I managed to articulate, "What? "
" Hi there, sports ! " called a girl as she came up to us. " Come with me to see
my new room."
So up we went, and as we passed the baths she asked if I should like to see the
shampoos and showers. They were very nice; all new and shiny, with heavy white
canvas curtains around them. A "rat" came in about that time to wash her hair,
and thought she would try the new shampoo. In a minute we heard terrific screams,
and the girl flew out with her face as red as a beet.
"Oh, me ! " she wailed. " I've burnt my head—turned on the hot water instead
of the cold—oh, me ! "
It was "awful ! " We rushed to her room, not giving a thought to the water
—
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which, by the way, was from the shower and not the shampoo. After the use of cold
cream she was better, and we again started for my friend's room.
In the hall we met a man whom I remembered seeing soon after my arrival. Oh!
but he did look funny! Just soaking wet, with bits of plastering powdering his hair.
'
' What do you reckon's the matter, Fan ? " I asked.
" Oh, dear! " she ejeculated ; his office is right under the bath-room, and we for-
got to turn off the water! Poor Mr. C got an unexpected shower bath."
" I hear the ice cream freezer, " I exclaimed. A sudden stillness fell upon our
little group, then they both laughed.
" Don't fool yourself ; it's only Uncle Robert moving a trunk; we go to Aunt
Harriet's for cream."
"You are fortunate to have relatives in town," I said. "I wish I did."
" Oh, you must go with me to see Aunt Harriet the very next time I go." And
so I did later, after spending an hour trying to make myself look pleasing. Imagine
my amazement on meeting an old negro woman who sold good things! "—But I didn't
know this then, and the conversation continued.
" Do you like sally lunn .' " inquired my friend.
"I really don't remember Sally," I confessed ; " I've met so many new girls."
She smiled sympathetically. There was a little pause, in which I noticed a pin
that I supposed was her high-school pin ; so, not that I cared particularly, but just to
have something to say, I remarked, "What a pretty pin! "
"That's the pin of my Literary Society—there are two in the school, the Argus
and the Cunningham.
"Which is best.?" I inquired ; "I should like to join the best one."
'
' There's a difference of opinion, but I like the Cunningham the best ; I'm a
member of that."
"I'll join that one, too," I said lightly. "Who's Jim.?" I continued. "Every
girl in the school is talking about him. He must be an awfully popular boy .? "
" Oh! child, you'll get as crazy about 'gym ' as we are, and by the time you have
been here a month you'll be talking about "gym" all the time."
" I just won't! I'm not a sentimental girl! " They laughed a good deal ; but in
a moment they were serious again, and told me all about "gym" and many other
things that I didn't know. I began to realize what the State Normal School is and
how great it expects to be in future !
But, above all, I learned the characteristics of the girls themselves. The first
impression the "new girl " has of the " old girls" is that they are more or less relig-
ious, not ostentatiously so, but in a simple practical goodness that you are obliged to
admire. The next thing noticeable is the spirit of fun, the desire to have just as good
a time as they can consistent with duties. I was impressed with the fact that "rats"
are treated in a most humane way, and that even seniors find time from seminar and
training school to "rush " a few, and be pleasant to all.
To the "old girls," the "rats " of '07 tender their thankful appreciation for "Life,
liberty, and pursuit of happiness."
CLAIRE BURTON.
S&V €a&tlt
Sometimes when I am weary
And long to be apart,
I take me to my castle,
The castle of my heart.
' Tis set on a tiny island.
In the fairy sea of love,
As clear as the diamond crystal,
As blue as the sky above.
The noble king of my castle
Is gentle, and brave and bold,
As handsome as any young gallant,
Though now he is growing old.
I love and honor him truly.
And will ser\'e him in every part.
For father is king of my castle,
The castle of my heart.
And tliere's a queen in my castle.
Never can my tongue tell
One-half of the beauty and virtue
Of her I love so well.
But I never forget for one moment.
Though we may be far apart.
Her blue-eyed, majesty mother
Queen of my loyal heart.
There's a dear little page;
How I love him, I cannot say
—
With his merry shouts and laughter
And manner so blithe and gay.
Some day he will grow to knighthood.
But from me he ne'er can part.
Dear Richard, the Ught and sunshine.
Of the castle of my heart.
And there's a hoary minstrel,
And oh, he tells to me
Such wonderful tales and stories
Of the times that used to be.
He's old, and wrinkled, and feeble.
But really I think the part
That grandfather hold is extensive
In the castle of my heart.
There's many a lord and lady.
There's many a sparkling eye,
That lights up the vaulted chambers
So broad and deep and high.
But still there's a vacant chamber,
That stands from the rest apart,
For no knight has yet stormed my castle.
The castle of my heart.
Sarah Campbell Bbbklby.
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Perhaps you have heard of the State Normal School
At Farmville. that dear quiet town,
Where maidens galore learn to teach and to rule
And labor for future renown.
Not everyone knows what a girls' school is like,
So here I'll endeavor to show
A few of the types you are likely to strike
As through our fair town you may go.
Now 'most any hour you happen to choose,
Somewhere on the campus you'll see
Small parties of girls out strolling by twos
Or likely there e'en may be three.
Each one side by side with her best chum or ' ' case
'
And happy as happy can be,
Around and around, locked in loving embrace,
They saunter and chatter in glee.
It seems 'tis a failing of this gentle sex
To yield to the glamor of youth
Of lovingly hanging with arms around necks,
' Tis a sight you should witness, forsooth.
Wlien each spies the other, it matters not where,
They nish toward each other in haste.
And squeals of delight break at once on the air
As they clasp each dear form 'round the waist.
*^^
Then off to the store where the sweetmeats are sold
With ecstatic clamor they glide
;
When next they emerge each maiden will hold
A small paper bag by her side.
Each hand makes a movement in regular time,
Like shuttles in looms, to and fro.
The stuff in that bag, though it costs them a dime,
Melts away Uke a flurry of snow.
You notice a swelling in each dainty cheek
As though each had toothache or mumps.
But, big as it is, it's really no freak,
It's the candy they're chewing in lumps.
While eating, of course, they're forced to let
i
Their hold on each other's dear neck.
"Tis candy alone that can ever bestow
On " spooning " this brief httle check.
o^-^-^-y^
But some prefer peanuts. Each maiden enjoys
The nuts fairly swelUng her cheek.
From mouths overloaded there comes a queer noise
Whene'er they endeavor to speak.
And out for a frolic with kodaks in hand
They wander by six and by eight.
In every position they think of they'll stand
Snapping films at a wonderful rate.
For May must take Nellie, and Nell must take May
And Carrie and Minnie exchange.
Then follows " cute" AUce, then Mary and Ray;
In fact, everyone within range.
No matter what time in the day or the night,
In doors, out of doors, in the shade.
In the morn or the midday, or evening twiUght,
These " snap shots" are sure to be made.
And oh, the great "cases" on teachers they show!
They " darUng" them all the day long.
" Oh isn't she dear? she's the sweetest I know! "
Is the burden of most of their song.
Engagements for church, for a chat or a walk.
Or any excuse 'neath the skies:
To be with their " darhng" for ten minutes talk
Is rapture subUme in their eyes.
Another queer feature, of which I must write,
Regards entertainments at school.
Though prices are low and the show is all right.
Very few will attend as a rule.
But, oh! when the boys from the College come down,
And prices are high for the show
!
The girls come in droves from school and the town.
Till seats and the hall overflow.
I've long sought a reason for this queer disease
(If such a term I may employ)
For no Normal School maiden will ever agree
That it's all on account of a boy.
And then there are "test frights" and " note days '
And other strange failings as well,
But time is discreet in permitting my lips
No more on the subject to tell.
and ' ' skips,'
J. C. Mattoon.
3Lo0t; :a teart
IT WAS A TINY GOLD HEART, perfectly plain, except for the bright ruby in the
center, and while very pretty, it would hardly attract a casual observer enough to
warrant a second look. To Elizabeth Seymour it meant a great deal, and this morn-
ing she was looking back ten years to the day when her grandmother called her from
her dolls and gave her this heart, attached to a small chain, telling her to keep it
always to remember the giver. Now the tiny chain hung dejectedly around her neck,
and the guilty link still shamelessly open explained the loss.
And the wicked little link might have remained open always had Elizabeth been
the kind of person to sit still auid accept her loss without an effort. But that was not
her nature, so now she laid aside her book and started off to find Bobby. That was
in itself a very hard task, as Bobby always selected the most unheard-of places to
while away his happy hours. However, Elizabeth soon found him, reposing quietly
on the top of the coal-bin. She called him down and told him that she had lost a
heart on the golf links that morning, and that if he could find it she would give him
half a dollar. That seemed a fortune to Bobby, so he began to show some interest
in the subject.
Bobby, by the way, was a very small specimen of the Ethiopian race, and pos-
sessed the usual characteristics, though perhaps his nose was a trifle flatter, and his
mouth rather more of a rosebud than the average pickaninny's. His position in the
Seymour family, however, is worthy of comment. When he was about six months
old his mother gave him to Elizabeth, and because he was "such a poor little thing
and so cute, too," he had been allowed to have his way ever since, and now he was
the lord and ruler of the place. Nothing of importance could be done without
Bobby's acquiescence, and if anything was lost or misplaced nobody could find it so
soon as Bobby could. So Elizabeth turned to him now with much confidence, and
as the little black figure ran off in the direction of the golf links she began to feel
more hopeful, and returned to her book with a lighter heart.
She had not read more than two or three pages before she was interrupted by the
voice of Bobby as he stood before her grinning and panting. Bobby was always
grinning and always out of breath, as it was one of his characteristics never, under
any circumstances, to walk anywhere, but always to go as if it were a matter of life
and death. As soon as he had recovered enough breath he said :
"Miss Lizzie, dere's a gent down dar what's found your heart, and he won't give
it up."
" Why, Bobby ; what do you mean ? A gentleman has found the heart and refuses
to give it up ? " repeated Elizabeth, somewhat startled.
" He certainly can't be much of a gentleman ; what makes you think he is? " she
added.
'^Just 'cause he look lak one, an' talk like one, an' gimme a quarter jest lak any
sho' nouf gent would," answered Bobby, conclusively.
" He gave you a quarter," Elizabeth repeated, still more dazed. "What was
that for, Bobby .? "
"Wall, he didn't say, but I guess 'twas ter buy chewing gum," enlightened Bobby.
Elizabeth, seeing that she would get no satisfaction from Bobby, resolved to see
this interesting stranger herself.
"Bobby," she said, "I see you are no good, so I will have to go down aud get
it myself."
"I bet you don't get no quarter," Bobby said, as he started off in a run ahead
of her.
Elizabeth walked on slowly, wondering whether she was going to meet a half-
crazy tramp or a professional robber, and had about decided on the former, when she
passed from behind a clump of bushes and saw, a few yards in front of her, a tall
figure, clad in white flannels, lying leisurely beneath a big oak. Bobby stood by and
pointed a dirty thumb in her direction. Elizabeth was so surprised to find such a
decent-looking adversary that she hardly knew how to proceed. But she could not
turn back now—and she wanted her heart, too—so she kept bravely on. As she
neared the tree he scrambled to his feet, and stood looking down at her, with a boy-
ish eagerness in his face which belied the indifferent ease of his movements.
"Wall, dere's Miss Lizzie!" said Bobby, by way of introduction; and the hand-
some robber started to speak, but before he could frame a proper acknowledgement
Elizabeth had blurted out :
" You
—
you have my heart ! "
"Oh, fair maid, you overwhelm me by your generosity. I assure you I have
never been so flattered before ! " said the stranger, with a low bow, which conveniently
hid the twinkle in his eyes.
"Sir, you know what I mean," said Elizabeth, coldly, "and you will oblige me
by returning it at once, as quietly as possible.
"
"As soon as Miss Seymour forgives me for my stupidity," returned the stranger,
humbly. Elizabeth looked up quickly to see if she could detect any signs of insanity,
but the gray eyes looked into hers so frankly that she was forced to smile, just a little.
The stranger was not slow to notice it, and his face lighted up as he said :
"Miss Seymour, you are generous. Now permit me to explain." At this he
handed her a card and continued :
"I was just on my way to see you on a little matter of business when I chanced
to pick up the heart. A few seconds later I came across Bobby, who was viciously
pulling a shiny black hair from his pate. When he had got it out he ran it through
his fingers, then watched anxiously to see in what direction it would point. It
wavered for a moment, then pointed straight at me, like an accusing finger. Of
course that settled it for Bobby. He was so sure that I had it, I just had to plead
guilty."
'But found you could bribe the jury," finished Elizabeth, with a gay laugh.
During this recital she had become so interested in watching the gray eyes flash
and twinkle that she had forgotten herself, and when she realized that she was laugh-
ing and talking with a very questionable young man, she hardly knew what to do or
say next. But he came to her assistance by saying :
' 'And now, Miss Seymour, may I state my business .'
"
"You may, sir," she answered, coldly.
"Well," he began, "as most business interviews have an introduction "
"I think ours has been too long now," interrupted Elizabeth.
'
' Ah, pardon me, I had not noticed you were in such a hurry, " he sarcastically
remarked.
"I was about to say," he continued, "that I am an artist. That is, I do a little
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sketching, and I have always been anxious to get some scenes from Virginia. Now
that I have a few months' vacation I resolved to find the prettiest spot in the state,
and, if possible, put it on canvas. So here I am to beg your consent to sketch that
little green spot yonder by the brook, with the oak tree in the foreground.
"
"Oh, I am so glad you selected that ! " exclaimed Elizabeth. " I always have
admired it so much."
They were discussing the exact position of the easel, when Bobby rushed up and
announced
:
"Msss Lizzie, don't yer know yer'll miss yer grub ef yer don't come on ; de bell's
done rung long time ago ! "
"All right, Mr. JefFry," said Elizabeth, addressing the stranger: "you may begin
work in the morning."
"But won't I interfere with your golf games.?" he asked.
"No, indeed; we won't mind stopping for a while—it is getting too warm to
play, anyhow," she finished, lamely, and turned abruptly and hurried off to the house.
'
' Did yer git yer heart ? " asked Bobby after they had started. Elizabeth stopped
short and gasped
:
"Why, Bobby, I forgot all about it ! " At this Bobby burst into a big laugh.
"I bet you didn't git no quarter, neither," he said, as he ran on in front of her.
"Bobby," called Elizabeth, " don't you think you could catch him and get it? "
"Not on yer life," said Bobby. "He's skipped to Noo Yawk by now, and den
yer 'member yer said I warn't no good, anyhow.
"
Elizabeth had nothing to say to this, so she walked on home in silence, very
angry with herself, but still angrier with "that impudent stranger."
When she reached home she found that lunch was nearly over, but she hurried
in, murmuring some excuse about being in the midst of a golf game. Somehow she
did not care to discuss the events of the morning
;
peahaps she was still too angry
with herself
"Now, here is Elizabeth," said her father; "I'll bet she can tell us something
about him."
'
' About whom. Dad ? " she inquired. "Of course, I can give the exact biography
of every noted character in history.
"
"Well, this person is noted, but hardly in history—that is, unless it is very
modern history," said the Hon. J. T. Seymour.
" Oh, Dad, please go on and tell me who it is," begged Elizabeth.
"That is just what I want to know from you," answered her father. "The
gentleman in question is dark, tall, and nice looking ; he appeared yesterday for the
first time, and is boarding at Denman's. He was seen this morning wandering off in
the direction of our golf links. All of this your mother tells me, and she has it
straight from Dame Gossip, who further adds that the villain has several easels and
other artist's traps among his luggage. Now can't you add some color to the scan-
dal .'' " he finished, with a twinkle.
Elizabeth was about to reply, when Bobby rushed in
—
'
' Here's a package fer you, Miss Lizzie, from the painter-man over at Denman's, an'
Sammy says he give him fifty cents jest to bring it over here, " he announced, excitedly.
"Yer see yer ain't no good," he continued, "'cause yer talked ter him 'bout two
hours this morning, and then didn't get a cent.
"
"Bobby ! " said Elizabeth, sharply, as she put the tiny package into her blouse,
"are you never going to learn to stop talking? "
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"You just learned how to begin a few years ago, didn't you, Bob? Tell us some
more about this painter-man," said her father, with a chuckle.
"Tain't no more to tell, 'ceptin' he talked ter Miss Lizzie a long time this morn-
ing, and he swiped her heart, and wont give it back to her.
"
"Dad," said Elizabeth, warningly, "if you don't make him shut up, I'll— I'll
get mad and "
"An' skip wid the painter-man," finished Bobby, wisely, and Elizabeth was forced
to join in the general laugh that followed.
After he had enjoyed the joke for several minutes, her father said :
"Now we will hear the testimony of the accused."
"I think that is hardly necessary," said Elizabeth, "since the witness is so
reliable.
"
"Yes, so he is," answered her father, "but we will not condemn without a hear-
ing. Kindly state the facts."
Seeing no escape possible, Elizabeth told him the whole story, and an hour later
he was still laughing at this good joke on Elizabeth.
In the meantime, Elizabeth had summoned courage to open the package, and in
it was the heart attached to a card on which was written
—
"All things but one you can restore
The heart you get returns no more."
Elizabeth flushed with indignation as she read it, and repeated to herself several
times that he was the most ill-bred man she knew. Nevertheless, she carefully put
the card away in her blouse, and was seen to take it out several times that afternoon.
The next morning Elizabeth was awake early, wondering what she would tell
Frank Sterne when he came for their ante-breakfast game of golf. She was still won-
dering when going out into the yard she saw him coming. Her first impulse was to
hide, so she dodged behind a big box-tree, and there waited her chance to slip behind
the house unseen. To do this she had to run very fast, and she had just reached
safety when she ran right into Bobby, who was, of course, running also. Elizabeth
sank down on the ground, weak with laughter, but Bobby rose to the occasion, and
remarked, drily:
" Huh ! knock a fellow into next week, won't you ? "
"Shut up, Bobby," said Elizabeth, sympathetically; "you are not hurt; run
around to the front door and tell Mr. Sterne that you can't find me anywhere."
"But I kin," contended Bobby.
" No, you can't, Bobby ; by the time you get around there you couldn't find me
to save your life," assured Elizabeth.
"Yer gimme a lief to try? " challenged Bobby, eager for a game, and Elizabeth
had to agree. As soon as the little figure disappeared around the corner, she turned
and fled in the other direction. Soon she came to the back fence and hastily mounted
it. Anywhere to get away from Bobby, she thought. As she reached the top rail
she paused to look around for her pursuer, and looked straight into the eyes of " that
impudent stranger.
"
Now the gray eyes were twinkling so that Elizabeth wondered how the mouth
could be so straight and calm as he walked up to the fence and asked:
" May I help you down. Miss Seymour ! "
By this time Miss Seymour was so full of laughter and rage that she needed more
help to stay on the fence than she did to get off, but before she could answer the
voice of Bobby rang out
:
" Who-ee—Miss Lizzie! 'tain't no fair outside de yard, an' ef I ketch you out
dar you got to hide your eyes two times.
"
Then once more the stranger showed his impudence, this time by quietly and
firmly lifting Elizabetn from the fence and hurrying her behind the carriage-house.
There they were safe for a while, and as their eyes met he seemed to think restraint
no longer necessary, so they sank down on the ground by common consent and de-
voted about two minutes to hearty but silent laughter.
Then Bobby's voice was heard again, this time in the carriage-house, and he
seemed to be addressing himself
:
"Wall, 'tain't no use to look for her no longer," he said. " I bet my boots she's
done skipped wid dat painter-man. I knowed all erlong dat she'd done fell in love
wid him. Then I heard her tell Miss Polly dis mawnin' dat she hoped he would call
soon, so's she could meet him. I tell you I been livin' wid Miss Lizzie too long not
to know when she lak anybody ; so I might as well go on to the house," he finished,
in a tone of resignation.
The " painter-man " hardly waited for him to get out of hearing before he asked
eagerly:
" Miss Seymour, is it true .? "
" Is what true 1 " asked Elizabeth, as she turned and ran as fast as she could in
the opposite direction.
''About my calling I " yelled Mr. Gordon Jeffry, as he wisely refrained from
chasing her.
And just as Elizabeth remounted the fence she called back, gaily
—
" Bobby always tells the truth ! "
LOUISE CLEVELAND.
FARMVILLE-
FACULTY—
And so to the land's last limit I came.
O ! wad some power the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us.
SENIOR B.—
Delightful task to rear the tender thought
!
ANNE AND CARRIE—
Two minds with but a single thought,
Two hearts that beat as one.
MARY DAVIDSON—
She was in logic a great critic.
Profoundly skilled in analjrtic.
She could distinguish and divide
A hair, 'twixt south and south-west side.
KATHARINE BRITTON—
Ye, who teach ingenious youth, ingeniously.
MILDRED RICHARDSON—
And yet she loves herself, it is not strange.
CAMPBELL BERKELEY—
As long as poetry shall charm mankind,
Thy flowing numbers will admirers find.
ELIZABETH E. AND LUCY W.—
A sudden thought strikes me ; let us
swear an eternal friendship.
MARY READ—
Your face, my Thane, is as a book where men
May read strange matters.
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ANNIE LANCASTER—
A merry heart goes all the day.
ELAINE TOMS—
With a hairy, golden crown upon thy head.
VIRGINIA TINSLEY—
Sturdy and strong, like Goliath of old,
As straight as a lance at rest,
Swift as an arrow, steady and bold,
At gjTTi. and basket-ball best.
ANNE RICHARDSON—
A manly form at her side she saw.
And joy was duty, and love was law.
NELLIE JOHNSON—
" By my valor ! " She's a dear !
MAE MARSHALL—
Your look draws audience and attention.
Still as night.
FRANK JONES—
We '11 grant, although she had much wit,
She was very shy of using it.
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I^retialent Wista&ts
In (General
Shortness of breath, brought on by "rushing" the Seniors and the Faculty too
furiously.
Spinal curvature and elongated arms, the obnormal result of walking in pairs.
"Cold shoulders." Symptoms : a chilly sensation, and an icy stare, accompanied
by a stiffening of the back, and an almost imperceptible twitching of the eyelids.
"Itching ears," caused by an uncontrollable desire for news; accompanied by
"long noses," over-developed by poking them into other people's affairs; and gen-
erally followed by "loose tongues," resulting from the feverish impulse to pass the
news along.
Troublesome varieties of nearsightedness and deafness that make it impossible
to recognize the courteous greetings of persons met in the halls or on the street. A
strong essence of etiquette, it is believed, will remedy these troubles.
In patttculat
Librarians : Excessive nervousness, relieved by frequent periods of prolonged
silence.
Some Senior B's : A painful swelling of the head, superinduced by overdoses of
a sweetmeat called "taffy," but speedily corrected by a taste of criticism.
Certain professors : An embarrassing absentmindedness that manifests itself in
the form of utter oblivion to waiting classes.
Certain busy "professorins": A tired feeling, not produced hy ennui, and not
relieved by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
History teachers : An eccentric, freakish appetite, satisfied only by enormous
quantities of dates.
An A. B., M. A., Ph. D. : Information on the brain; chronic and incurable,
because there is a geographical reason for its existence.
Teacher of drawing : A peculiarly sensitive feeling, greatly irritated by certain
color combinations.
An assistant in "math.": An entire absence of the sense of direction, which
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makes it impossible for her to find her way about alone. It is absolutely necessary
that she be provided with a constant companion.
Instructor in Con. Geom. : Acute sarcasm, recently developed under the stimulus
of association with Second B's.
E. E. and L. W. : A terrible ' ' case " of something that, so far, defies diagnosis.
The solitary confinement of each seems the only possible hope for a cure.
The night matron : A most aggravated form of insomnia that causes her to
pace the floor all night. It gives those about her the greatest concern, as it stub-
bornly refuses to yield to the usual remedies.
Director of the Glee Club : A confused singing in the ears and roaring in the
head, repeated at such frequent intervals as to leave her wrought up to the highest
pitch, and cause her to lose time. She needs a generous measure of rest, and a
tonic.
Teachers of English : Sharp, gimlet eyes, produced by the distressing habit of
indulging too often in the use of a dangerous liquid known as red ink. The Keeley
cure has failed to reach the root of the trouble, and a temperance pledge is suggested
as a last resort.
Director of physical training : A violent, intermittent aff'ection which puzzles all
beholders. She often dons bifurcated attire, and goes through spasmodic gyrations
resembling St. Vitus dance, though nobody seems to know just what she means by it.
The school physician, however, pronounces it injurious, and prescribes absolute rest
and a change of climate.
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T© OMi¥IE DULL CARE AWAY
Dk. M-ll-dg (reading from the Bible)—"And tiie women knead tlie dough."
Senior B— ' 'Amen ! "
Modern Physiology: Miss S.—"What are the three bones in the ear? "
Senior A.—God-speed, Discovery, and Susan Constant."
Miss W—"From what Inn did the Pilgrims start in the Canterbury Tales?"
New Student in Literature—" Castle Inn."
New Girl—"Has my room all the modem improvements? '
'
Servant—Yes, Miss; here is a special closet for post cards."
Cl--r- B-rt-n—"Oh, I don't want that! Mrs. Adam brought that with her out of the ark.'
Little Boy in Fourth Grade—" Teacher, what is a katydid? "
Miss B--l-v (confidently)—"A katydid is a bird! "
First Grade Teacher—"What is an acute angle? "
Paul—" One that is cuter than a right angle.'
'
Miss Br-tt-n (in training school)—" Wallace, what do we mean by a malicious dwarf?"
Wallace—"Why, 'tis one that tastes good.
"
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Why is it so cold in the Science Hall all winter?
They have five and a half feet of Snow on the floor every day.
HO
Why does the Glee Club sing in such perfect time ?
They have a Waterbury time keeper.
Why are the students of literature so bright?
They have been polished with Whiting.
Why is room 41 so strongly fortified?
It has a Castle with a Garrison.
Is the Class of June, 1907, good?
Yes; it always has (W)right on its side.
What reason have we for thinking the '07 Class intemperate?
It insists upon having its own Bar(r).
Of what country does the June Class remind us?
China, because it is distinguished for Rice.
Is the graduating class contented with its lot?
No ; it always wants More-land.
Why is the Senior Class a royal family?
It has its own Castle.
Why are the Seniors so well disciplined?
They are under command of the Marshall of the day.
WANTED!
By Normal Students—^An hour to assemble in chapel.
By Dr. M-el-dg—More maps.
By Miss W-tk-ns—More time and places for walks.
By Miss D-gg-r—Silence in the library.
By Mr. J-n-s—Dr. Smith.
By Miss " M-ry Wh-it-"—Something to do.
By No one—Tests and "notes."
By E. E. and L. W.—Each other.
By the Athletic Association—At least one tennis court.
By the Auditorium—A ceiling that will stick.
By the Business Manager—Some way to save the trees.
By the Y. W. C. A. Building Fund—Eight thousand dollars.
By Every one—A long vacation.
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^natcl)e0 of Calfe, J^earti in flagging
'No, indeed, I can't afford to buy a ticket to anything else during this "
'Come on, Clara; lets go over to Mrs. Edmunds' and get something good to "
'So I got up at four o'clock and studied awfully hard, but all the same, I'm afraid
I'm going to get a 'note' on "
'Isn't she ]\\%\. perfectly grand ! Why, she says she thinks that I am a 'born teacher'
of "
'
• the bossiest thing I ever saw—trying to rule the whole faculty, but I'll show
her about-
'She just 'sat all over me, child, and I hadn't done anything at all but just "
'I haven't done a thing on that lesson, but I'll just run around to Mary's room and
get her to show me "
'Oh, say ! The greatest news ! I've just heard that thirteen members of the faculty
are going to be married next "
'I'm not the least bit afraid of the 'whole shooting match,' so I'm going to "
"And I was terribly uneasy—why I hadn't heard a word from him in two whole days.''
"My dear, she simply lives on the streets. The townpeople are thinking of charging
her
"
"Well, I did have the headache too badly to go to class, but I feel well enough to go
to Hampden-Sid "
"Such a sight 1 Do you suppose that's going to the Jamestown Expo "
"Oh, joy ! Just twenty-three more days before we go "
"They say the Annual is going to to be perfectly fine—the best yet—and I'm just
crazy for one, but don't you think a dollar and a half is a dreadful price to
ask
"
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L Sutherlin Ruth Redd. F Thompson
Affiliated with the National Board of tlie Youag Women's Christian Associations
of the United Stales of America.
Officers for 1907*'08
MoLLiE Mauzy, President Mary Stephens, Vice-President
Grace Beale, Secretary Virginia Nelson, Cor. Sec.
Sue RrFFiN, Treasurer
Q^otto:
" Not by might, nor by power, but by my spirit,
saith the Lord of Hosts."
Purpose
The purpose of the Association is the development of Christian character in its
members, and the prosecution of active Christian work, particularly among the young
women of the institution.
2Bork of tt)e gear
Number of Members - - - - - - - -.- - 359
Number of Committees _-.---.-- 10
Number of Members on Committees ------- 75
Number of Missionary Meetings Held ------- 7
Number of Devotional Meetings Held ------- 30
The regular weekly meetings of the Y. W. C. A. are held in the auditorium,
every Saturda}' afternoon, at five o'clock.
Short prayer meetings are conducted by the students every Wednesday night, at
half past nine o'clock.
A morning prayer circle is held daih', at 7:15.
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Clara Smith
Louise Tatem Emily Ward
Beulah Williamson

Pirgtnta il^ormal Heague
jNIiss Martha W. Coulling Miss Laetitia M. Snow
President Vice-President
Miss Wirt Davidson, Secretary
;\Iiss Edith Rogers
Treasurer
EDUCATION BUREAU COMMITTEE
Mr. j. L. JARMAN . .
,
. Chairman
AID FUND COMMITTEE
Miss Minnie V. Rice
FINANCE COMMITTEE
]Miss LuLA O. Andrews
Chairman
Chairman
C!)e ©tjjccts of tf)is association are:
JFttBt
To found and maintain, by means
of annual dues, gifts from
outside sources, and other-
wise, an aid fund designed to
help young women of fine
mind and character who are
eager for an education, but
are unable to attend school.
SeconB
To conduct an education bureau
which seeks to place, free of
charge, members of the
League and graduates of the
school in communication with
county superintendents and
school officials wishing trust-
worth}", well trained teachers
for their schools.
Director Miss Waterbury
essie Anderson
Martha Blanton
Vernie Blankinship
Florence Barr
Nellie Boatwright
Alice Castle
Lizzie Davis
Edith Duvall
Blanche Gentry
jFirst feoptano
Imogen Hutter
Mary Horner
Julia Kent
Annie Lancaster
Mae Marshall
Edith Orange
Esther Owens
Bessie Paulett
Hattie Paulett
Julia Paulett
Katherine Perry
Mary Read
Mamye Rowe
Mildred Richardson
Mary Stephens
Lula Sufherlin
Hazel Thompson
Happy Wilder
feiEconti Soprano
Minnie Blanton Mary Holt Katherine Pennybacker
Kathleen Baldwin INIariani Jones Anne Richardson
Janet Duvall Carrie Kyle Mary Spencer
INIaggie Ewing Mary Pierce Graham Trent
Rebecca Vaughan
Beverly Andrews
Lizzie Batten
Kyle Davis
Sudie Davis
SiUo
Wirt Davidson
Myrtle Grenels
Mollie Mauzy
Bessie Noel
Curie Phillips
Helen Steed
Vedah Watson
90otto
Don't shoot the pla)ers ; they are doing their best
Colors
Green, Greener and Greenest
jflotaJct
Sunflower
SDlficers
jNIanager ------- Mae RIarshah,
Assistant Manager and Secretary - - Carrie Mason
Treasurer ------- Ruth Redd
Stage Manager ----- Wirt Davidson
Drcbfstra Cluartcttc
Ruth Redd Carrie Mason
Lula Sutherlin
Elaine Toms
Lula Sutherlin
Wirt Davidson
Ruth Redd
INIargaret White
Virginia Nelson
Mary Watkins
Elaine Toms
Mae Marshall
Qiemtiers
Wirt Davidson
Ruth Redd
Lula Sutherlin
Virginia Garrison
Carrie Mason
Curie Phillips
Emily Lewelling
Atala Walker
Peanut (Sallerp
Atala Walker Margaret White Mary Watkins Curie Phillips
Virginia Garrison Emily Lewelling
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flgantioltn anti d^uttar Club
Work While You Play
jFirst S^anDoIms
Rlr. E. E. Jones
Margaret Harrison
Mary O'Brien
Ellen Rives
(©uitatjS
Mr. J. C. ^lattoon
Julia ^^'hitehead
Louise Reynolds
Pearl Wingate
Liia McGehee
Ida Scott
©econD Q^anDoIin
Air. J. C. Mattoon
%\)t l^trgtnia dBtrl
Fair may be the English lasses,
With their skins of rose and pearl,
But their beauty ne'er can rival
That of the Virginia girl.
Nowhere but in old Virginia
Is there quite such dusky hair.
Eyes so brown, and deep and tender.
Foreheads low, and smooth, and fair.
Lips so red, just made for kisses.
Dimples playing hide and seek;
Long and dark, and curling lashes,
Sweeping the velvet of their cheek.
Feet and hands, how small and dainty !
Voice, how musical and low !
Gentle as the sweetest breezes
That through the scented orchards blow.
Tall and slender, and so graceful.
Sweetest maid in all the world,
And a pattern for the angels.
Is our own Virginia girl.
I defy thee, trembling doubter.
Search thou over all the world ;
Who in all its broad expanses
Rivals the Virginia girl ?
Not in Cambria's marshes is she,
Not on the Hispanian shore ;
Not in merrie England's meadows.
Dwells the maid that all adore.
No, she is the flower that blossoms
In the gardtn of the world.
In the dear, dear Old Dominion
—
For 'tis the Virginia girl.
Sarah Campbell Berkeley.


Stappa 2Delta ^otontj>
Founded 1897 Chartered 1902
Colors JFlotoer ©fficial SOtgan
Olive Green and White White Rose ' ' The iVngelos "
Ct)aptets
Alpha -- State Normal School
Gamma ..-.-----. Hollins Institute
Theta ---.--. Randolph-Macon Woman's College
Sigma ----------- Gunston Institute
Phi Psi ---------- Fairmont Institute
Zeta ---------- University of Alabama
Phi Delta ---------- St. Mary's School
Kappa Alpha -------- Florida State College
Rho Omega Phi - - - - - - -- - Judson College
Delta ..--.-..-- College for Women
Zeta Alumnae Chapter -------- Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Call
Alpha Kappa Delta !
The Alpha, the Alpha, the Alpha Kappa Delta !
Alpha Kappa Delta !
We're loyal and true to the Alpha Kappa Delta
Mary Glasgow Leiia Robertson
Lula Sutherlin Virginia Garrison
Elaine Toms Mary ^^'atkins
Nan Nicholson Emily Lewelling
Gordon Baskervill Isabelle Flournoy
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^igma ^tgma ^Igma ^ororitp
Organized 1897 Chartered 1903
Cftapters
Alpha Chapter ..------- Farmville, Virginia
Beta Chapter -------- Lewisburg, West Virginia
Gamma Chapter -------- Lynchburg, Virginia
Delta Chapter --------- Nashville, Tennessee
Epsilon Chapter --------- Hollins, Virginia
Eta Chapter - - - - - - - - - - Searcy, Arkansas
Theta Chapter --------- Frederick, Maryland
Alpha Delta Chapter ---.----- Georgetown, Texas
Alpha Alumnae Chapter - - - - - - - Hampton, Virginia
Beta Alumna; Chapter - - - - - - Lewisburg, West Virginia
^ocotes in JFacultate
Natalie Lancaster Helen Blackiston
^ocoteg in CoUesio
Ola Lee Abbitt Ida Curie Phillips
Florence Barr Anne Richardson
Mary Blanchard Mary Schofield
Annie Lancaster Elizabeth Stokes
Carrie Mason Catharine Taylor
Virginia Nelson Lois Watkins
Ellie Nelson Eva White
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:^lpl)a ^tgma ;^lpl)a ifraternttp
jFIotocr:
WHITE CAUXATIOX
Founded IQOI Chartered 1903
(ji'ririAi. Orhan"— " llcliciiit' Xen>
Colors:
CRniSOX AX I) SILVER
Cfiaptcts
Alpha
Beta
Gamma
Delta
Sigma—Alumit
Eta
Theta
State Normal School, Virginia
Woman's College, West Virginia
College for Women, South Carolina
Mary Baldwin Seminary, Virginia
East Radford, Virginia
Ward Seminary, Tennessee
Caldwell College, Kentucky
M Ortic
Lucy Knight Dunnington Frank Prescott Jones Nellie French Johnson
Harriet Crute Paulett ^Irs. James Venable
In CoIIcgio
Eugenia Beverly Andrews Juliette Jefferson Hundley
Elizabeth Littleton Batten Georgia Ward Newby
Katharine Stockdell Britten Mary Brumfield Read
Susie Wesley Cox
Mary Henley Spencer Lucy Irving Elcan
Bessie Lee Spencer
ANNUAL CONVENTION IN CHARLESTON, S. C.
Delegate, Mary Henley Spencer
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^feattng Club
Colow JFatJocitc ©apinff
Steel-gray and Leather-tan " It cuts no ice with me "
mi
Dinky, dinky, dinky, don,
; Now we are ready and oft' for the pond:
Come with your skates and sweaters on too,
But if you have neither, you had better skiddoo I !
President
-
-
_ . Marv Perkins Sec'y and Treasurer - Florence Rawlixgs
00eml)Ets
Cassie Du Val Florence Rawlings
Florence Kent Hazel Thompson
Ethel La Boyteaux Alice Ware
l^onorarp 90cmticrs
Miss Dugger Dr. Jones Dr. Smith *
*Abienl when picture was taken.
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Colors
Red and White
Jflotoer
American Beauty
mUcets
Leader ------ Hazel Thojipson
Assistant Leader - RLvry Henley Spencer
Secretary and Treasurer - - Alice Ware
Our Musician ----- Lucy Woolfolk
9@embets
Beverly Andrews
Florence Barr
Mollie Byerly
Florrie Batten
Lizzie Batten
Alice Castle
Florence Kent
Georgia Newby
Mildred Richardson
Anne Richardson
Ruth Redd
Ruth Sheppard
Mary Henley Spencer
Bessie Spencer
Lula Sutherlin
Hazel Thompson
Nan Nicholson
Alice Ware
Mary Watkins
Lucy Warburton
Atala Walker
Mamie Jones
13-4
Jaira Chapman
Hattie Crute
Edith Duvall
Janet Duvall
Aline Cleaves
Nancy Garrow
Nellie Johnson
Carrie Kyle
Cl)ampion Basfeet Ball Ceam, 1907
"Cbe HaticnDers"
Colors; Lavender and White
mi
Two-four, three-four,
Nine, ten, eleven.
Lavenders, Lavenders,
Nineteen-seven!
C.M'TAix: Kathleen Baldwin
Right Forward: Kathleen Baldwin Right Guard: .Mildred Davis
Left Forward: Bessie Paulett Left Guard: Ethel LaBovteaux
Center: Eva White Substitutes: Aileen Price and Cora Brooking
Umpire: Miss Hills Refkree: Miss Sutherlin
(Samcs
Lavenders 6: Hamptons 7
—
January 15, 1907
Lavendeis 18; Greens 8
—
Januar\- 29, 1907
Lavenders 4; Reds 3—Februar\- 5, 1907
Lavenders 5: Whites 6—February 26, 1907
Lavenders 6: Greens 12— I\Iarch 19, 1907
Lavenders 7; Hamptons 2—March 26, 1907
Lavenders 8; Whites 6—April 2, 1907
Lavenders 10; Greens 8—April 5, 1907
Lavenders 4; Whites i—April 16, 1907
i:!o
:M^ Si^W;M'


Cenni0 Club
THE SKIMMERS
fiiotto
:
If vou would be well served, serve yourself"
aim:
To make a racket
President, Virginia Tinsley
Treasurer, Alice Castle
Qiemftets
Virginia Tinsle}'
Carrie Mason
Elaine Toms
Florence Rawlings
Virginia Nelson
Ruth Redd
Alice Castle
Virginia Garrison
Cassie DuVal
Lula Sutherlin
Mary Spencer
Nan Nicholson (Absent)

Stotiaft Club
MOTTO: " A thing of liL-auty is ii joy forever"
Favorite Place for Siiaji Shots
OOLOH:
' Tlie Springs
Yellow and Black
Name A Has F((oiint,'. Kijii (,'ira/r.il Xml
.Vfin-iar/c Pi-fiK
hiz7Ae Batten ...
Hattie Crute
Florrie Batten...
JloUie Byerly...
Janet Duvall...
.
Hazel Tlionipson
Bessie Spencer...
Mamie Rowe
'Betsey"...
'Crutie"
'Beantiful'
'D"
'Jewel". ..
'Witcli"...
'Bones" ..
'Fatty".. ..
Fiddlesticks!...
Hello Peaches..
Blooming Idiot
,\in'titthetrntl
Oh! Mercy
U don't mean it
By Grabs
Ilnsh, honey.
,S(.tt voice.
S]iooniiig
Flirting...
Langliing
.
Wisdom...
llajijiiness
(ientleness
Winkii
.\ tonic
A bean
.\ letter from W
:\hire rest
Browning's P's.
Singing les.'^iins..
Cod Liver Oil ..
Conversatifina 1
powers
'Twill notlieloug
Hope nntil 2o
If Pajia says so
Flourishing
Spicey
Improving since
Xmas
All (W)riglit
4..^
)>
Nil
Cam €>'t)l)anter Club
Bessie Anderson
Linda Coleman
Wirt Davidson
Mildred Davis
9@cmtiec$
Blanche Gentry
Katherine Perry
Mary Stephens
Mary Tempie Vaiden
Margaret White
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Colors
Red and Black
iFIotoer
Poppy
^tone
Blood Stone
00OttO
'You can't guess."
90cml)crs
Kathleen Baldwin Bessie Pauiett
Charlie Jones
Ethel LaBoyteaux Blanche Sheppard
Geraldine Fitzgerald
Georgie Sinclair JNIary Gwaltney
Virginia Pauiett
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Bum-Blue: The only color we can feel.
Dead Busted: Without color ; not flushed.
Flush: Change of color to the cheek, caused b}' rush of check to change.
Beau: A rare bird
—
(Rara Avis.)
Rara Avis: One who adores "Peaches."
Peach: A man professor.
Peacherina: A woman professor.
Crib: To make one's own for fun.
Cabbage: Ask the town girls who trudged home during equino.x, without the um-
brellas and overshoes brought with them, or ask anyone with a college
education.
Daisy: A wild (lower.
Angel: The teacher who lives on the "Excellent " plane.
Flunk: Result of absence of mind in a state of affairs where absence of body would
have been better.
Freshv: An innocent and tender maiden ; one easily squelched and smitten.
Faculty: Schoolgirl's bugbear: not at all related to forbear.
Priss: a faculty parasite; one who doth accompany and flow after.
Lark: A brief sweet flight of night hawks and early birds.
Rat: "Wee timorous beastie/' Out of sight only in mind.
Rush: A rapid, unnatural growth. " Green grow the rushe (r) s. O ! "
Sport: The brand of those who have visited the White House.
Sinner: A stupid heathen who gets caught.
Spoon: A recepticle for holding the oil and wine of many a merry meeting. A good
spoon-holder has not as yet been found.
Eat: A rhetorical expression for a composition of Box and Boxes ; an inexpensive
affair except for the cost of looking innocent.
Swellhead: An empty growth belonging to a "me' hopper;" caused l\v the effect of
cheap sweets—such as "taffy. '
" Rat" Biscuit: An antidote for new girls, in the form of bumps and bruises.
Neroy: Title applied to a few hardpressed bricks ; an application of salve for the
cheek, and sand for the backbone.
Tijie-of-my-Life: This is a "time in the affairs of men and maidens, which at its
height, leads on to fortune,"—especially at H-aving Social C-allcrs.
DiKK,: A feminine concoction designed to bring on, instead of to hinder, the ru^h
of many wa (i) ters.
A .Special: One limited for our express company.
Skiddoo
Sai.lie Tazewell Fitzgkrald, '09
Wary Pirnell Dipcy, '09
" Finished

'f=n=\<
A Receipt for a Baby 71
Advertisements (drawing) 149
Annual Staff. 5
Argus Literary Society 112-113
Ave Atque Vale , 15
Board of Editors ; 4
Board of Trustees 7
Butterflies 62-63
Causes of Failure in School 79
Class of January, 1907 16-18
Class of June, 1907 32-43
Class of January, 1908 66-67
Class of June, 1908 58-69
Class of January, 1909 72-73
Class of June, 1909 74-75
Class of June, 1909 82-83
Class of June, 1910 84-85
Class of June, 1911 89-91
Class of June, 1912 92-93
Class Poem 27-28
Class Song : 50
Contents 146-147
Cunningham Literary Society 114-115
Dedication 6
Drawing 148
Faculty , 8-11
Finish 145
Fraternities (drawing) 126
Alpha Sigma Alpha Fraternity 131-132
Champion Basket Ball Team, 1907 135
German Club 134
146
Fraternities
—
Continued
I. M. P. S 142
Kappa Delta Sorority 127-128
Kodak Club 139
Lynchburg Club 138
N. H. Club 140
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority „ _ 129-130
Skating Club 133
Tarn O'Shanter Club 141
Tennis Club 136-137
Frontispiece -.
Glee Club 121
Greetings 3
Grinds 106-107
Hiawatha 94
History of June Class, 1907 45-47
Home Department 12-13
Hospital Scene _ 14
How Clara Was Conquered 59-61
Impressions of the Training School 64-65
Kindergarten Training Class 44
Last Will and Testament of Senior B Class, January, 1907 29-30
Last Will and Testament June Class, 1907 54-55
Limericks 56
Lost; A Heart 101-105
Mandolin and Guitar Club „ 123
My Castle 97
My Introduction 95-96
Ode to Senior B's 48-49
Our Girls 98-100
Our Glossary „ 143-144
Parting Song 31
Prevalent Diseases 108-109
Prophecy of January Class, 1907 22-26
Prophecy of June Class, 1907 51-53
Eemembrances 19-21
Share-Holders 86-88
Snatches of Talk 116
The Dramatic Club 122
The Guidon Club 118
The Kindergarten 70-71
The New Girl 94
The Night Before Christmas ~ 80
The Virgmia Girl 124
The Virginian, 1907 2
To Drive Dull Care Away 110-111
Twelve of the Most Popular Receipts 76-78
Virginia Normal League „ 120
Writer of Prize Poem 58
Writer of Prize Story 58
Young Women's Christian Association 119
Y. W. C. A. Poster Club 119
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A TRIO OF REASONS
WHY THE ARTISTIC
Stieff Piano
Write
at once
for
Catalog
and
Informa-
tion
a^"
OFFICIAL PIANO
JAMESTOAVX
i':xr()S]Ti()X
Used With Great
~'uccess by 171 American
Institutions
of
^lusieal Learninfr
—
r—
-
Awarded Ivxpositinn
Prize Medals in Botli
Europe and
America
^TTAQ TV/r QnrTT7'P'T7 main office, 9 n. liberty street
^•Ti^^. LVl. o i ir^r r
;; Baltimore, Maryland
\'Ii;(iINIA AVAREl!0O:\IS
114 Granby St.,
NORFOLK, VA.
716 Main St.,
LYNCHBURG, VA.
205 E. Broad St.
RICHMOND, VA.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.
EDWIN A. ALDERMAN, President.
The following departments of study are represented :
L The College.
In the College courses are offered the following culture subjects: Latin, Greek,
French, Spanish, Italian, German, English Language, P'nglish Literature, Educati"n,
Histor}', Economics, Philosophy, Mathematics, Applied Mathematics, Astronomy,
Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Biology, Biblical History and Literature.
By virtue of the elective system, the undergraduate can select any one of a large
number of liberal four-year courses, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
II. Department of Graduate Studies.
This department, in which the same subjects are taught as in the College, offers
to Bachelors of Arts the opportunity of specializing in such directions as they may
choose and of acquiring the methods of original research. The graduate courses are
intended chiefly for those who desire to take the degree of Master of Arts or Doctor
of Philosophy, but may be taken by any student who wishes a deeper knowledge of
any subject than is to be gained from the Collegiate courses.
III. Department of Engineering.
Four distinct courses are offered, leading to degrees in Civil, Mining, ^lechanical,
and Electrical Engineering, and requiring lor their completion f<jur years each.
Graduates of College admitted with advanced standing in IMathematics and the Sci-
ences. Special two-year courses are arranged for students who are unable to afford
the time and money needed for completing the full degree course of four j-ears.
I^
• Department of Law.
The course of study is distributed over two years. The candidate for the LL. B.
degree is required to attend two full sessions of the Law School. An excellent special
course is provided for students who can attend but a single session, and who are not
candidates for the degree. The Library facilities are excellent.
V. Department of Medicine.
Organized 'n 1S25 and in continuous operation e.xcept one year since that date,
this depanment offers thorough medical instruction in the environment of an old and
famous University.
The Entrance Requirements are the completion of a three-year high school
course or its equivalent, and of good college courses in Physics, Inorganic Chemistry,
and General Biology.
The course is graded, and extends over four years of nine months each. There
are good laboratory facilities in Chemistry, Anatomy, Physiology, Histology and Em-
bryology, Bacteriology, Pathology, and Clinical Diagnosis. Clinical Material is fur-
nished by a new hospital, the property of the University, with about 500 patients
annually; and by the Dispensary, with about 2,000 cases annually.
For further information and catalogue address,
HOWARD WINSTON, Registrar.
tatejfcmale i^ormal
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
;OUNDED by the Legislature to edu-
cate teachers for the public schools.
Free tuition for two hundred young
women. Scholarships appointed
among the counties and cities.
Liberal courses in Language,
Literature, History, Sciences and the
Manual Arts.
Two-year professional course for teachers.
A graded Training School in which students receive
a year's training before going out to teach.
t)e0don Begins September 4tl)
Catalogue Sent on Af^plication
lltttt
The Photographer
AND YOU WILL FIND HIM AT
THE BEST EQUIPPED STUDIO IN
THE STATE, WHERE PERFEC-
TION IS PARAMOUNT :: :: :: ::
THE PICTURES IN THIS BOOK
WERE JIADE BY
H. H. HUNT
Artist Photographer
FARMVILLE :: VA.
A. H. FETTING
:\iAxrFA(Triii-:H of
dBreefe ^letter ifraternitp
TlCMI'dKM'.V LdCATtON',
'.'1:1 X. J^IBERTV SniEET BALTIMORE, MD
^fc'iiioranilnin packiigc sf7it to iiiiy Fraternity iiiciiiljfr tlirmiu;]] llic
Swrftary iif tlic Cliapter. Sjiecial ilfsijjns ami cstiiiiatcs luriiisliiMl mi Class-
Pins, Kings, iNIfdals for Athk-tio Mwts, VAr.
EVERETT WADDEY C(3.
lak(tKst exgravixg f:stablisiimi:xt
IX THE SOUTH
E.fli(hli.fli,'il M(iri' TIkiii (I (Jiiiirh'r uf a ( 'nitunj
Cngrabeli
CALLTXC CARDS, SOCIKTY AXl) C(.)MMKXCI':MKXT rXVITATIdXS,
|
AXD i:.MBOSSEl) PAPICR :: WE :\[AKE C()LLE(;E AXXUALS
RICHMOND, VA.
1Damp&en*5it>ne^ CoUcqc
VIROINIA
Seven Milex From Farmville, by Macadam Road
EMPHAi^IZES—Character and tlioroiigli training.
BOASTS—An inspiring history (l;U years), a long list of distinguished Alumni, and an
unexcelled student body. A college of gentlemen.
GIVES personal attention to its students.
As the number is limited, application should be made promptly.
For catalogue or other information, address
Tresidcnt J. GRAY McALLISTER,
Hdmpden-Sidney, Vitginia
During the year 190t)-07, we printed more
magazines for Virginia colleges than
any other house in the State.
Get our figures for
UI07-0S
PRINTERS
Fine Copper-Pi..\te C.^kd E.vgravixg
A Sl'ECIAI.TY
Calumet Cea
ant) Coffee
Co.
51 AXD 51) Franklin Street
CHICAGO
Calumet Coffee and Spice
Mills
""i
%\)t fmt Jiational iSanfe
Farmville, Virginia
Capita/ $50,000.00
In Every Department of Banking We Are Prepared to Serve You
In a Satisfactory Manner
N. B. DAVIDSON, President
A. G. CLAPHAM, V-Pres.
JXO. AV. LONG, Cashier
J. L. BUGG, Ass't Casliier
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
C. C. COWAN
Undertaker and Furniture
Dealer
(Successor to Barrow it Cowan)
WALL PAPER AND
WINDOW SHADES
—Agent For
—
School Furniture
Iron Fences
and Tombstones
FARMVILLE, - VIRGINIA
i i
U.1R0WU0.
Commission a^trc^ants
""i
IND DEALERS IN
FARMVILLE
I
•tm*
FARMING IMPLEMENTS, HARD-
WARE AND HEAVY GOODS
I OF EVERY DESCRIPTION |
BEST GRADES OF FERTILIZERS
If you want tlie best, buy
tlie Owensboro Wagons
and Buojtfies
C. E. CHAPPELL
FARMVILLE, VA.
—HEAI.ER IN-
Foreign and Domestic Fruits, Confectionery, Stationery, Sporting
and Athletic Goods, Text Books and Normal School Supplies
AGENT FOE HUYLER'S BOX BOXS AXD CHOCOLATES
Mrs. Chappell's Millinery Parlor
IX KEAK (IF STDRE
Pattern Hats and Imported Novelties
r 1
Mrs.LLKcistcr
DEALER IN
JFancp (Boons,
acifjite (Boons
and ilJotions :
:
MAIN STREET
Farmvillc, - Virginia
L. . . J
H. A. ST(JKES, President
W. G. VENABLK, Vice-President
W. P. VENABLE. Cashier
WALKER «UUTT, Assistant Casiiier
ESTABLISHED 1867
|Blanter0 215an!t
of jFatmtJillc
Farmville
Capital . .
Surplus
Profits . .
Va.
$50,000
50,000
. 20,000
$120,000
YOUR ACCOUNT SOI.ICITEll
Iiitei'est paid on time deposits
Foreign Exelmnse issued
to !illp;n-ts ci' the
\V..rld
J. F. Wai.tcin
J. F. Walton 6 Co.
(3tocev8 anb Commission Merchants
Fertilizers, Agricultural Implements, The
Oliver Chilled Plows and Castings,
Farmer's Friend and Dixie Plows,
Hardware, Deering Harvesting Machin-
ery, Superior Grain Drills and Harrows,
Hay, Corn, Oats and Mill Feed :: :: ::
FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA
SUCCESSORS TO
DEALERS IN
Staple anD JFancp
(©roccties
DRY GOODS, BOOTS £& SHOES
We Carry a Complete Line
of
Fancy Groceries
I I
Pickles, Canned
Meats, Cakes,
Crackers
A Nice Line of Candies
CHAS. BUGG & SON
Young Ladies
SUCCEED
WHO WEAR OUR Shoes
SOLE AGENTS FOR
Pennants and College Flags
See our agent at State Xorinal.
Mail-orders promptly tilled.
Ishell, Bowman & Co.
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
W. T. Doyne H. C. CRUTE & CO.
FURNITURE DEALER
AND
DRUGGISTS
Funeral Director
Y
Full Line of Furniture, Pictures,
Toilet Articles,
Stationery, Inks
and
School Supplies
Picture Frames, Etc. ^
UNDERTAKING
a Specialty
Phone?: Residence, ilO; Store, SO Agrents for
MAIN STREET Eastman Kodaks
FARMVILLE VIRGINIA AND SUPPLIES
Lynchburg's Leading and Best
SHOE STORE
We study the wants of the
people; that's why we g'ive
satisfaction
m^
MAIL-ORDERS SOLICITED
G. A. COLEMAN CBt. CO.
LYNCHBURG, VA.
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE MRS. HUNT
IN THE
FIRE INSURANCE BUSINESS
CARRIES THE BEST ASSORT-
MENT OF HATS
$260,000.00 Paid for Fire Losses HER PRICES ARE RIGHT
No Dissatisfied Customers FARMVILLE, VA.
W. P. YEXABLE, S. AV. PAULETT,
President Secretary
PlHl ra BLEGiim Ci PC.
INSURANCE
THAT INSURES
FARMVILLE :: VIRGINIA
jiiii„ii[iii]ii, iiiiiiii M.iiiBi mil liiii, iiiiiiiiii"' I"" 'I" I" " " "I' ^ H" "" " ^ ""' '* '"'"""I''' '*""i'''i * * '"'' i"'""
I
R. W. Garnett & Company
I DEALERS IN
1 Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods, Trunks, Satchels,
I Umbrellas, Etc. Ladies' Tailor-Made Suits, Cloaks
I
and Capes, Misses' Plush and Cloth Cloaks and Child-
I ren's Reefers a specialty. Leaders of Fashion and
1 Styles, in Clothing-. Shoes for Ladies, Gents, Misses
and Children :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::
FARMVILLE. = = = = VIRGINIA
W. T. BLANTON
Jeiveler mid Optician
Main St., FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
I make a Specialty of Normal School Class-Pins, Badges and
Society Pins. Will be pleased to furnish designs and prices upon
application.
Laundry Machinery and Laundry Supplies
j^^^=l We Furnish Every Appliance
f^ ^^dffkf^ OR Supply Required for the
'"'"gg^""' J^^ Laundry ::::::::
^^^^"^^^^^^ Send for Our CATAr^OGITK and fRICF: LIST
Troy Laundry Machinery Co., Ltd.
New York Chicago San Francisco f
% l|lllHi'ni||l«i«i|fiiiiiii|||r'mi|fnMiipiiiiiri||iiiiiii|||||iiuiii||ii»iii|jjiiNiiiipi i||iiinil||(liiiiiif|iKiiif|uiiiiipiiiiiii|i ||J1iiimii||(Ii iiRiimiiiniiiiiiiiip l|vn<ilBlimiiipimii||iiuiiii{|||iigi|piiiii|^
Building Business on Bargain Giving
"
R. N. Hillsman
BfliDWN'8 BOS! 8118
Farmville Danville Richmond
6iCo.
QUICK SALES
Lynchburg Manchester Petersburg
Tliis if^ a Normal Girl's store;
we please them and make it tip
SMALL PROFITS
their advantage to shop here. Distributers of High Class
Merphandise, Dry Goods, No-
"Dorthy Dodcl" Shoes, "Crjm"
tions, Shoes and Furnishings
Serge, Fine Dress Goods,
of all kinds.
Hosiery, Skirts and
Dry Goods Ladies high class dress goods
We like to serve you and custom grade shoes <i
specialty.
B. B. BALDWIN
3iA.\A(;i';i!
FARiMILLE BRANCH FARMVILLE - VIRGINIA
Winston Drug
n
Cl)e ifarmtJille
I^eralti
Company Has what few of the small
town newspapers have. The
people want it for its complete
local news; the business public
for its excellence as an advertis-
f"^<. ing medium.The Best in Southside ^'a.
* *
Subscription Rates $i.oo -
per Annum
Come to Dr. Peter's for
Everythingf in Drugf
Address, TiiK Farmvii.i.e Hkhalii
Line FARMVILLE - VA.
Buy Pocket Knives and Scissors
FROM
PAULETTCa,BUGG
THE HARDWARE MEN
THE ANDERSON DRUG COMPANY
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
FULL LINE OF
DRUGS, TOILET ARTICLES, PERFUMES, COMBS,
BRUSHES, ETC.
PRESCRIPTIONS OUR SPECIALTY
Estalilislied IS:!S Incorporated 1SS9
Tllne FarDiffi¥nM(
."MAXUFACTUKERS OF
Patent Full Rj)Oller Process Flour
F^armville, Va.
Pure Water-Ground cTWeal, Bran, Shipstuff and Mill Feed
MISSES DAVIDSON
DEALERS IN
Every Thing That Normal School Girls Want
RIBBONS, PINS, FANCY GOODS, ETC.
MAIN STREET FARMVILLE, VA.
W. ti. BURGER
Fresh Meats and Oysters
THIRD AND MftlN STREETS
FARMVILLE : : : VIRGINIA
Zimmerman Bros.
Livery and Sale Stables
D r. F. y. BECnHAH
Dentist
Office Over White's
Druq Store
Jb^ARMVILLE : VlRGlJClA
Dr. R. E. Hahlet
©rnttpt
Office Over
C. E. Cmhfpell's Store
Farmvillk : Virginia.
YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND
WHAT YOU WANT
IN Footwear
AT
FLEMING
& CLARK'S
Farmuille, Va.
H. Arthur Barrow
.e»^^
W, J, BARROW. MHMnCER
Dealer in Fresh Meats
n I - : D
Prtttttng
Bindi7ig and Ritling
College iBrinttng
A Specialty
Commercial iBrtnting Co,, 3lnc.
Printers
722 Commerce St. Lynchburg, Virginia






